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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Stem Cell Engineered 

Invariant Natural Killer T Cells 

for Cancer Immunotherapy 

 

by 

 

Drake John Smith 

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Biology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Donald Barry Kohn, Chair 

 

 Cancer immunotherapy is a rapidly developing field that has already shown to be of 

great clinical value as evidenced by the success of engineered T cell therapies, such as chimeric 

antigen receptor (CAR) therapies in treating B cell leukemia and T cell receptor (TCR) therapies 

in treating melanoma, and by checkpoint inhibitor therapies, such as PD-1 and CTLA-4 

antibodies, in treating a variety of cancers. This dissertation seeks to add to this growing 

knowledge base and carve out a niche in the discipline by utilizing a unique combination of 

immune cell type and method of delivery; a hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) can be genetically 

engineered using a viral vector in order to generate invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells in vivo. 

 Several cancer immunotherapy clinical trials have already utilized iNKT cells either 

by infusion after expansion ex vivo and/or activation of the cells in vivo by dendritic cells loaded 
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with the synthetic ligand α-Galactosylceramide (α-GalCer). These trials have demonstrated that 

the treatments are well tolerated, and while some have shown promising anti-tumor immunity, 

most have yielded unsatisfactory results. This lack of clinical efficacy has been attributed to the 

cells’ very low and highly variable number in humans (0.001-1% in peripheral blood) and their 

rapid depletion after stimulation. 

 Many cancer immunotherapy treatments trend towards a phase of promising tumor 

regression followed by a disheartening cancer relapse. This may be due to several factors, but a 

major contributor specific to cancer immunotherapy is thought to be exhaustion of the 

therapeutic cells by the ex vivo expansion protocol. This protocol drives the therapeutic cells to 

expand and differentiate into terminally differentiated effector cells. While these effector cells 

have increased killing efficacy, it comes at the expense of a decreased life span and regeneration. 

This would explain the initial regression mediated by the effector cells, followed by a relapse 

when the cells become exhausted. This issue can be addressed by utilizing viral vectors to 

genetically engineer hematopoietic stem cells to continually generate new therapeutic cells in 

vivo. 

 This dissertation lays the foundation for combining the genetic engineering of HSCs 

by viral transduction to generate iNKT cells to be used for cancer immunotherapy. Proof-of-

principle experiments in mice and an expansion to the use of the humanized mouse model 

provided the necessary knowledge and tools for further development to be pursued. Ongoing and 

future studies aim to demonstrate anti-cancer efficacy in humanized mouse models in order to 

collect data for an application to utilize these HSC-engineered iNKT cells in a cancer 

immunotherapy clinical trial. 
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A brief introduction to cancer immunotherapy 

 The field of cancer immunotherapy has seen a phase of explosive growth over the past 

few years and was even Science Magazine’s “Breakthrough of the Year” in 2013 [1]. However, 

the concept of harnessing the immune system to battle cancer is by no means a new concept. In 

1891, Dr. William Coley, now known as the “Father of Immunotherapy,” began injecting 

pathogenic bacteria into the tumors of cancer patients after observing several cases of cancer 

patients going into spontaneous remission after developing bacterial skin infections [2]. While 

durable, complete remission was achieved in several types of malignancies utilizing this 

treatment, the lack of a known mechanism of action at the time and the inherent risk involved 

with injecting patients with pathogenic bacteria led to oncologists adopting surgery and 

radiotherapy as standard treatments. Almost a century later in 1976, bacteria would be utilized to 

treat cancer again when the tuberculosis vaccine “Bacille Calmette-Guérin” (BCG) was used to 

prevent recurrence of bladder cancer to great success and is even still in use today [3]. It is 

fascinating to imagine how much more advanced the field of immunotherapy might be today if 

these treatments had been continued in Dr. Coley’s time. 

 The year 1976 also saw the identification of the immunomodulatory cytokine 

interleukin 2 (IL-2), which less than a decade later was shown to be effective in treating cancer 

when administered to patients [4, 5]. Another decade later in the 1990s, the US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) approved IL-2 for the treatment of multiple cancer types. There are also 

several other immunomodulatory molecules that have been utilized in the treatment of cancer to 

date. These molecules have the benefit of potently and directly activating the immune system, 

but can have devastating side effects in the form of inducing autoimmune reactions. 
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 The 1990s also saw the cloning of the first tumor antigen, MZ2-E from melanoma, 

which allowed the development and eventual implementation of dendritic cell cancer vaccines 

[6, 7]. The ability to manipulate tumor antigens is regarded as the “molecular divide” between 

the old methodologies of simply utilizing tumor immunology to treat cancer and the new 

methodologies of actually designing tumor immunology to treat cancer. Engineered antibodies 

designed to treat cancer by targeting a molecule on the surface of cancer cells and either directly 

inducing cell death via apoptosis or indirectly killing by recruiting immune cells to attack the 

tumor also came about during this time [8]. The first FDA approval for these types of antibodies 

came in 1997 for the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. 

 Current day immunotherapy still sees the development and continued use of these 

various treatments, but there are two techniques in particular that have gained considerable 

attention and resulted in the recognition of cancer immunotherapy as the “Breakthrough of the 

Year” by Science Magazine in 2013. The first technique utilizes engineered antibodies deemed 

“checkpoint inhibitors” that block the down-regulation of T cells [9-13]. By blocking this down-

regulation, the T cells retain their activated status and are able to kill tumor cells. These 

treatments have the benefit of acting directly on immune cells and are not tumor-dependent, 

allowing them to be used for multiple cancer types. They do pose inherent risks to induce 

autoimmune reactions if the cells become overactive, but these side effects appear to be less 

severe and less common than previous immunomodulatory molecules. The second technique 

focuses on engineering T cells to increase their anti-tumor capacity [14-16]. This engineering of 

T cells is mediated by viral vectors that introduce new genetic sequences into the T cell genome. 

These genetic sequences code for either a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) or T cell receptor 
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(TCR) that is specific for a target antigen expressed by cancer cells. These engineered receptors 

grant the T cells specificity for the tumor cells and allow them to target and kill. 

 

Current T cell cancer immunotherapy: risks and limitations 

 In current T cell cancer immunotherapy blood is first drawn from the patient and 

lymphocytes are isolated. The cells are then stimulated before being transduced with a viral 

vector carrying the CAR or TCR gene [17-21]. The cells are subsequently expanded and then 

administered back to the patient. There are many variations and additions upon this protocol, but 

the core method is the same. 

 While this procedure has seen great success in treating and even curing some patients, 

it does come with its own set of risks and limitations. A major limitation comes in the form of 

the CAR or TCR targeting: this engineering allows the T cells to effectively kill the cancer cells 

expressing the target antigen, but the cells in a tumor are heterogeneous and will not all 

necessarily express this antigen [22, 23]. The cancer cells that down-regulate or lack the 

expression of the target antigen can escape the therapy causing the patient to relapse with a new 

variant of the cancer that is now refractory to the initial immunotherapy treatment. 

 Another limitation seen in some patients relates to long-term efficacy. A patient will 

receive treatment and exhibit cancer cell killing and tumor shrinkage, but then the tumor will 

rebound and the cancer will progress [24-26]. This failure to sustain a durable response could be 

caused by many factors (such as the antigen escape mentioned above), but a potential culprit 

specific to immunotherapy lies in the ex vivo expansion of the T cells in preparation to be 

administered. This expansion drives the differentiation of the T cells into effector T cells (TEFF). 

While these TEFF cells are able to mediate efficient cell killing, they are not long-lived [27]. This 
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could explain the initial tumor killing response, followed by a relapse when the TEFF cells 

become exhausted and can no longer kill effectively. 

 There are several risks associated with this therapy as well, most stemming from either 

the viral transduction procedure or the therapeutic gene itself. The viral vector that is used to 

introduce the therapeutic gene into the T cell genome utilizes internal promoters to drive the 

expression of the new gene [28]. If this genome insertion occurs near an oncogene the altered 

expression could lead to the transduced T cell becoming cancerous itself [29, 30]. However, the 

viral vectors currently used in therapy have been vastly improved since their initial use in 

patients and new data suggest the risk of cancerous transformation is very low [31]. 

 There are also risks associated with the products of the CAR or TCR genes. These 

risks arise from the possibility of off-target effects mediated by the therapeutic receptors. An 

example of these off-target effects manifests when an immunotherapy treatment for melanoma 

also causes skin rashes and loss of hair coloration. This occurs when the engineered T cells target 

the antigen presented by the cancer cells, but the healthy tissues in the patient also express this 

antigen and are can be targeted. These off-target effects can also occur when an antigen unrelated 

to the cancerous tissue just happens to be recognized by the therapeutic receptor and is targeted. 

 The engineered T cells already expressed an endogenous TCR with unknown 

specificity before being transduced and, with the activation mediated by the therapeutic receptor, 

the endogenous TCR can mediate off-target effects itself as well [32]. The endogenous TCR 

expression can have additional negative repercussions in TCR immunotherapy. This occurs when 

the alpha or beta chain of the therapeutic TCR mispairs with the alpha or beta chain of the 

endogenous TCR [33, 34]. This mispairing will decrease the number of TCRs targeting the 
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cancer antigen and thus lower the efficacy of the therapy, but of greater concern is the 

unpredictable specificity of the mispaired TCR leading to potential off-target effects. 

 

A brief introduction to invariant natural killer T cells 

 Invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells are a subset of conventional αβ T cells that 

utilize a semi-invariant T cell receptor and express select natural killer (NK) cell markers on 

their surface (CD161 in humans and NK1.1 in mice) [35]. The alpha chain (Vα24-Jα18 in 

humans and Vα14-Jα18 in mice) pairs with a limited selection of beta chains (Vβ11 in humans 

and Vβ8 and Vβ7 in mice) to form the semi-invariant TCR [36]. This invariant alpha chain and 

heavily biased beta chain pairing causes the TCR to recognize a specific set of antigen 

complexes. Unlike conventional TCRs that recognize peptide antigens presented by major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules, the iNKT cell TCR recognizes sphingolipid 

antigens presented by CD1d molecules [37]. CD1d is a non-polymorphic, MHC class I-like 

molecule expressed on antigen presenting cells (APC) and is responsible for presenting lipid 

antigen to T cells [38]. 

 When an iNKT cell binds a sphingolipid antigen presented by a CD1d molecule on the 

surface of an APC it becomes activated and begins releasing massive amounts of cytokines [28]. 

This activation and cytokine release occurs on a much faster time scale than conventional T cells 

(peaking at 3 days versus 7 days) and to a much higher degree (100 times more cytokine than 

conventional T cells). These iNKT cells are capable of releasing both Th1 cytokines, like IFN-γ, 

and Th2 cytokines, like IL-4 allowing multi-faceted immune cell activation [39]. While iNKT 

cells do have a limited ability to directly kill target cells, their major function is to act as master 

regulators and release cytokines to modulate the immune system. 
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Invariant natural killer T cells for cancer immunotherapy 

 Their ability to boost the activation of the immune system make iNKT cells a prime 

target for use in cancer immunotherapy treatments. They possess certain advantages over 

conventional CAR and TCR therapies as well. One such advantage is granted through their TCR 

binding interaction. Conventional T cell TCRs bind antigen presented by MHC molecules, which 

are restricted by human leukocyte antigen (HLA) matching. A new TCR must be designed in 

order for the therapy to be used in patients with varying HLA types. An iNKT cell TCR 

recognizes antigen presented by CD1d molecules, which are non-polymorphic [37]. The same 

iNKT cell TCR construct can be used in all patients regardless of their HLA type and binding 

and activation will still occur. 

 A conventional CAR or TCR therapy is designed against a specific cancer antigen. 

This grants the engineered T cells the enhanced ability to kill tumor cells expressing this antigen, 

but leaves them unable to kill other tumor cells that lack this antigen. A specific therapeutic CAR 

or TCR can also only be used to treat the cancer that it was designed to recognize and must be 

redesigned and tested in order to recognize other cancer antigens. Cancer immunotherapy 

utilizing iNKT cells is not subject to these same restrictions. The therapeutic activity of iNKT 

cells is mediated through their activation of other immune effector cells, meaning the same 

treatment can be applied across multiple cancer types without the need for modification to the 

TCR construct [40-43]. 

 The major immune effectors cells activated against cancer by iNKT cells are NK cells 

and T cells [42, 44]. The activation of both of these cell types is crucial in order to mediate 

complete clearance of cancer in a patient. The cancer cells in a tumor are heterogeneous; the 

cells which present antigen are susceptible to T cell targeting and killing and the cells which 
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escape antigen targeting by downregulating the expression of their MHC class I molecules are 

susceptible to NK cell killing. An iNKT cell immunotherapy is able to activate both of these 

effector cell classes and mediate the clearance of multiple cancer cell types in a tumor thereby 

lowering the likelihood of a relapse. 

 In in vivo bioluminescent tracking experiments performed in our lab at UCLA (data 

not shown) we were able to demonstrate that iNKT cells are able to traffic to a tumor site after 

adoptive cell transfer. This tumor trafficking capacity of iNKT cells has also been observed in 

analysis of tumor samples from patients that had received iNKT cell immunotherapy[45]. The 

mechanism by which iNKT cells are able to achieve this tumor trafficking is unknown, but an 

increased expression of chemokine receptors on their cell surface is thought to likely play a role 

[35]. This tumor homing is key in the use of iNKT cells for cancer immunotherapy. The iNKT 

cells home to the tumor microenvironment where the release of immunosuppressive cytokines by 

tumor-associated cells prevents killing by immune effector cells. A dendritic cell (DC) vaccine 

loaded with a potent synthetic antigen for iNKT cells, α-Galactosylceramide (α-GalCer), is 

injected and is able to bind and activate the iNKT cells [41]. The characteristic prolific release of 

inflammatory cytokines by the iNKT cells should overcome the immunosuppressive tumor 

microenvironment and render the tumor more susceptible to infiltration and killing by immune 

effector cells. 

 

Current invariant natural killer T cell immunotherapy 

 Invariant natural killer T cells have already been utilized in several cancer 

immunotherapy clinical trials to date [41, 43, 46, 47]. One technique used to utilize iNKT cells 

for immunotherapy is through activation by a dendritic cell vaccine. The potent iNKT cell ligand 
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α-GalCer is loaded onto DCs and then injected into a patient to bind and activate the endogenous 

iNKT cells leading to the up-regulation of the immune system to fight cancer. The use of α-

GalCer has already been clinically approved and significantly lowers the barrier for future iNKT 

cell immunotherapy treatments. Another technique to utilize iNKT cells for therapy involves 

isolating lymphocytes from a patient’s blood and then expanding the iNKT cells ex vivo using 

the α-GalCer ligand [48]. The expanded iNKT cells are then infused back into the patient to fight 

the cancer. There have been select therapies that utilized both of these techniques in 

combination, some even including additional immune cell effector components. 

 It is important to note that the traditional method of TCR transduction of peripheral T 

cells is not applicable to iNKT cell immunotherapy. Simply transducing a T cell with an iNKT 

cell TCR will not grant it the desired therapeutic characteristics of an iNKT cell; these abilities 

are gained in the cell’s development in the thymus [35, 49]. While the iNKT cell immunotherapy 

treatments used to date have been well tolerated and some have shown some clinical efficacy, the 

results have fallen short of the perceived therapeutic potential [41]. The belief in the iNKT cell 

field is that the lack of clinical efficacy is due in part to the low number and high variability of 

iNKT cells in humans (0.001%-1% in peripheral blood) and their rapid depletion after 

stimulation [50]. There are not enough iNKT cells at the basal level to induce significant 

activation and propagate a meaningful immune response to fight the tumor [51]. 

 

Engineering stem cells for immunotherapy 

 A new addition to cellular immunotherapy, which recently received FDA-approval, 

was proposed in a clinical trial application by the lab of Dr. Antoni Ribas at UCLA. This therapy 

combines the canonical transduction of T cells with a therapeutic TCR and adds another 
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component by also transducing hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) with the therapeutic TCR [52]. 

The patient is treated with granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) and Plerixafor to 

mobilize the HSCs from the bone marrow into circulation in the peripheral blood [53]. Blood is 

collected from the patient and the stem cells are isolated. The cells are cultured very briefly ex 

vivo during which time they are transduced with the therapeutic TCR. The patient then receives a 

conditioning regiment to “make space” in the bone marrow niche before the transduced stem 

cells are infused [54]. 

 This combinatorial therapy aims to address some of the long-term efficacy issues that 

have been observed with single treatment ex vivo expanded T cell therapies. The stem cells will 

home to the bone marrow and engraft to repopulate after the conditioning regiment [55]. The 

transduced stem cells are still able to differentiate without bias and generate the multiple lineages 

of functioning immune cells, as the therapeutic TCR cannot be expressed on the surface without 

the co-expression of CD3. When a transduced cell does commit to becoming a T cell, though, the 

therapeutic TCR is already being produced and is able to induce allelic exclusion and prevent the 

expression of an endogenous TCR [52, 56, 57]. This is an advantage over peripheral T cell 

transduction methods as it removes the complications that arise from the co-expression of non-

therapeutic TCR chains. The transduced stem cells and their progeny will continue to generate 

new therapeutic T cells for the lifetime of the patient. These newly produced T cells will not be 

terminally differentiated from an ex vivo expansion protocol, as the T cells in traditional 

immunotherapies are, and should be able to exhibit efficacy over a longer time period. 
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Stem cell engineered iNKT cells for immunotherapy 

 The studies conducted by our lab aim to combine the therapeutic potential of iNKT 

cells with the advantages of transduced stem cell therapies. As mentioned previously, it is 

believed that the low number of circulating iNKT cells in a patient and their depletion after 

stimulation are the major hurdles to overcome in order to provoke meaningful iNKT cell immune 

responses against cancer [35, 50, 51]. As a subset of conventional αβ T cells, iNKT cells are also 

generated by HSCs in the bone marrow and educated in the thymus [39, 58]. HSCs would be 

transduced with a viral vector containing the alpha and beta chains of an iNKT cell TCR and 

then be infused back into a preconditioned patient, much like the Ribas lab clinical protocol. The 

HSCs home to the bone marrow and are able to differentiate and lead to the typical immune cell 

lineages as the iNKT cell TCR is also unable to be expressed on the cell surface without the co-

expression of CD3. When a transduced cell does commit to becoming a T cell, the therapeutic 

iNKT cell TCR has already been expressed and is able to induce allelic exclusion and prevent the 

rearrangement and expression of endogenous TCR alpha or beta chains [52, 56]. When the 

transduced T cell precursor enters the thymus the iNKT cell TCR expression on the cell surface 

is able to initiate the programming of the cell to become an iNKT cell and gain the desired 

therapeutic characteristics [35, 39]. 

 The proportion of stem cells that are transduced with the viral vector can be titered to 

reach the desired level of circulating iNKT cells. This ability to manipulate the level of generated 

iNKT cells is critical as too few cells will not be able to propagate a meaningful immune 

response and too many cells will reduce the compartment of conventional T cells which will 

ultimately mediate the actual tumor cell killing. This ability to titer the level of iNKT cells is 

important from a safety standpoint as well as over activation could lead to an autoimmune 
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reaction. The basal number of iNKT cells only needs to be increased to a level which allows an 

activation to propagate and lead to a meaningful immune response. In essence our proposed stem 

cell transduction immunotherapy would prime a patient to then undergo iNKT cell activation 

therapy utilizing a dendritic cell vaccine loaded with the α-GalCer ligand. Chapter 2 details the 

proof-of-principle experiments performed in mice that allowed the foundation for further 

experiments and clinical reasoning to be made. 
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Invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells comprise a small population of
αβ T lymphocytes. They bridge the innate and adaptive immune
systems and mediate strong and rapid responses to many diseases,
including cancer, infections, allergies, and autoimmunity. How-
ever, the study of iNKT cell biology and the therapeutic applica-
tions of these cells are greatly limited by their small numbers in
vivo (∼0.01–1% in mouse and human blood). Here, we report
a new method to generate large numbers of iNKT cells in mice
through T-cell receptor (TCR) gene engineering of hematopoietic
stem cells (HSCs). We showed that iNKT TCR-engineered HSCs
could generate a clonal population of iNKT cells. These HSC-engi-
neered iNKT cells displayed the typical iNKT cell phenotype and
functionality. They followed a two-stage developmental path, first
in thymus and then in the periphery, resembling that of endoge-
nous iNKT cells. When tested in a mouse melanoma lung metasta-
sis model, the HSC-engineered iNKT cells effectively protected
mice from tumor metastasis. This method provides a powerful
and high-throughput tool to investigate the in vivo development
and functionality of clonal iNKT cells in mice. More importantly,
this method takes advantage of the self-renewal and longevity of
HSCs to generate a long-term supply of engineered iNKT cells, thus
opening up a new avenue for iNKT cell-based immunotherapy.

genetic engineering | hematopoietic stem cells | HSCs |
invariant natural killer T cells | iNKT cells

Invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells are a small population of
αβ T lymphocytes highly conserved from mice to humans. Like

conventional αβ T cells, iNKT cells are derived from hemato-
poietic stem cells (HSCs) and develop in the thymus. However,
they differ from conventional T cells in several important
aspects, including their display of NK cell markers, their rec-
ognition of glycolipid antigens presented by the nonclassical
monomorphic major histocompatibility complex (MHC) mole-
cule CD1d, and their expression of semi-invariant T-cell recep-
tors (identical α chains paired with a limited selection of β
chains) (1, 2). Despite their small numbers in vivo (∼0.1–1% in
mouse blood and ∼0.01–1% in human blood), iNKT cells have
been suggested to play important roles in regulating many dis-
eases, including cancer, infections, allergies, and autoimmunity
(3). When stimulated, iNKT cells rapidly release a large amount
of effector cytokines like IFN-γ and IL-4, both as a cell population
and at the single-cell level. These cytokines then activate various
immune effector cells, such as natural killer (NK) cells and den-
dritic cells (DCs) of the innate immune system, as well as CD4
helper and CD8 cytotoxic conventional αβ T cells of the adaptive
immune system via activated DCs (3, 4). Because of their unique
activation mechanism, iNKT cells can attack multiple diseases
independent of antigen and MHC restrictions, making them at-
tractive universal therapeutic agents (3, 4). Notably, because of the
capacity of effector NK cells and conventional αβ T cells to spe-
cifically recognize diseased tissue cells, iNKT cell-induced immune
reactions result in limited off-target side effects (3, 4).
Restricted by their extremely low numbers, both the study of

iNKT cells and their clinical applications have been challenging.

iNKT T-cell receptor (TCR) transgenic mice (5, 6) and iNKT
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell-derived transgenic mice
(7) provide valuable tools to study iNKT cell biology in mice,
but these methods are both costly and time-consuming. In ad-
dition, approaches using transgenic mice have no direct clinical
application. As an alternative, a TCR-engineered HSC adoptive
transfer strategy could overcome these limitations and become
clinically applicable. Since its demonstration in mice in the early
2000s, this HSC-engineered T-cell strategy has been widely used to
successfully generate both mouse and human antigen-specific
conventional αβ T cells in multiple mouse and humanized mouse
models (8–13). Human clinical trials testing this strategy for
treating melanoma are also ongoing (14). Based on these previous
works and the scientific principle that iNKT cells follow a “TCR
instruction” development path similar to that of conventional αβ
T cells (15), we hypothesized that HSCs could be engineered
to express iNKT TCR genes and be programmed to develop
into clonal iNKT cells. In the present report, we demonstrated
the feasibility of this new HSC-engineered iNKT cell approach in
mice and provided evidence to support its therapeutic potential in
a mouse melanoma lung metastasis model.

Results
Cloning of iNKT TCR Genes and Construction of Retroviral Delivery
Vectors. We used a robust and high-throughput single-cell TCR
cloning technology recently established in our laboratories to
obtain iNKT TCR genes (Materials and Methods). Single iNKT
cells were sorted from mouse spleen cells using flow cytometry
based on a stringent collection of surface markers gated as
CD3lomCD1d/PBS-57+TCR Vβ8+NK1.1+ (Fig. 1A) (15). mCD1d/
PBS-57 is the tetramer reagent that specifically identifies iNKT
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TCRs (16). We included TCR Vβ8 staining to focus on the
dominant Vβ8+ population of mouse iNKT cells (1, 2). The
sorted single iNKT cells were then subjected to TCR cloning
(Fig. 1B). Several verified iNKT TCR α and β pairs were inserted
into the murine stem cell virus (MSCV)-based retroviral vector
to yield TCR gene delivery vectors (Fig. 1 C and D). Their
vector-mediated expressions were then tested in 293.T/mCD3,
a stable cell line that has been engineered to express mouse CD3
molecules that are required to support the surface display of
mouse TCRs (Fig. 1E). One vector that mediated high expres-

sion of a high-affinity iNKT TCR was selected for the follow-up
studies and was denoted as the miNKT vector (Fig. 1 D and F).
The control MIG vector that encodes an EGFP reporter gene
was denoted as the Mock vector (Fig. 1 D and F) (10).

Generation of Clonal iNKT Cells Through Genetic Engineering of HSCs.
Following an established protocol (10), we performed miNKT-
transduced bone marrow transfer in B6 mice to generate the
recipient mice denoted as B6-miNKT (Fig. 2A). In brief, HSC-
enriched bone marrow cells harvested from donor B6 mice were
cultured in vitro, transduced with either Mock or miNKT ret-
roviral vectors, then separately transferred into irradiated re-
cipient B6 mice. The recipient mice were allowed to reconstitute
their immune system over the course of 6–8 wk, followed by
analysis to determine the presence of iNKT cells. Similar to the
previously reported conventional αβ TCR engineering approach
(10), we obtained desirable titers of the newly constructed
miNKT retroviral vector [∼0.5–1 × 106 infectious units (IFU)/mL;
Fig. S1] and achieved high efficiencies of HSC transduction
(routinely over 50% of the cultured bone marrow cells). Com-
pared with the Mock-engineered recipient mice, denoted as B6-
Mock, we observed a significant increase of iNKT cells in the B6-
miNKT mice from thymus to peripheral tissues, suggesting the
successful generation of HSC-engineered iNKT cells (Fig. 2 B
and C). Through titrating the miNKT vector-transduced HSCs
used for bone marrow transfer, we were able to control the in-
crease of the iNKT cells from as high as 50% of the total αβ T
cells, down to a desired level in the B6-miNKT mice (Fig. 2 D
and E). The ability to regulate the number of engineered iNKT
cells can be valuable for clinical applications of this HSC-
engineered iNKT cell strategy. Study of the iNKT cells from
the B6-miNKT mice revealed that these iNKT cells displayed
a typical phenotype of mouse iNKT cells in that they exhibited
high expression of the NK1.1 marker, as well as a memory T-
cell signature (CD62LloCD44hi) and a CD4+CD8− or CD4−
CD8− coreceptor expression pattern (Fig. 2F) (17). Almost all of
these iNKT cells showed positive staining for TCR Vβ8, in-
dicating that they expressed the transgenic clonal iNKT TCR
and suggesting that they were derived from the miNKT-engi-
neered HSCs (Fig. 2F). The production of high levels of iNKT
cells in the B6-miNKT mice persisted for up to 6 mo following
the initial bone marrow transfer and also post secondary bone
marrow transfer, highlighting the long-term effectiveness of
this HSC-engineered iNKT cell strategy (Fig. 2 G and H).

Functionality of the HSC-Engineered iNKT Cells. We then analyzed
the functionality of the HSC-engineered iNKT cells. When
stimulated with the agonist glycolipid α-Galactosylceramide
(α-GalCer) in vitro, the engineered iNKT cells proliferated vig-
orously by over 20-fold in 5 d and produced large amounts of the
effector cytokines IFN-γ and IL-4 (Fig. 2 I–K). When B6-miNKT
mice were immunized with bone marrow-derived dendritic cells
(BMDCs) loaded with α-GalCer, the engineered iNKT cells
mounted a strong and rapid response in vivo, expanding close to
20-fold in 3 d (Fig. 2L). Notably, the in vivo expansion of these
cells peaked at day 3 postimmunization, compared with 7 d
postimmunization for conventional αβ T cells (18). This speedy
in vivo response is a signature of iNKT cells (17). These results
indicate that the HSC-engineered iNKT cells are fully functional.

Development of the HSC-Engineered iNKT Cells. Next, we analyzed
the development of the HSC-engineered iNKT cells. iNKT cell
progenitors gated as TCRβlomCD1d/PBS-57+ were detected in
the thymus of the B6-miNKT mice and were found to follow a
classic developmental path similar to that observed for endoge-
nous iNKT progenitor cells in the control B6-Mock mice (Fig. 3)
(15). These progenitor cells appeared as CD4−CD8− (DN),
CD4+CD8+ (DP), and CD4+CD8− (CD4 SP), corresponding with
an iNKT development from DN to DP, then to CD4 SP or back
to DN cells (Fig. 3A). The expression of CD24, CD44, and
DX5 markers on iNKT progenitor cells further defined their

Fig. 1. Cloning of invariant natural killer T-cell receptor (iNKT TCR) genes
and construction of retroviral delivery vectors. (A) Single iNKT cells were
sorted out from mouse spleen cells using flow cytometry based on a strin-
gent collection of surface markers (gated as CD3lomCD1d/PBS-57+TCR Vβ8+

NK1.1hi). A representative FACS plot is shown. mCD1d/PBS-57 indicates the
tetramer reagent that specifically stains mouse iNKT TCRs. (B) Sorted single
iNKT cells were subjected to TCR cloning using a single-cell RT-PCR approach.
Representative DNA gel pictures are presented showing the TCR α and β
chain gene PCR products from five iNKT cells. (C) Representative sequencing
results confirming the cloned single-cell iNKT TCR α and β chain genes. (D)
Schematic representation of the retroviral vectors encoding either a control
EGFP reporter gene (denoted as the Mock vector), or a pair of iNKT TCR α
and β chain genes (denoted as the miNKT vector). LTR indicates long-term
repeats; IRES, internal ribosome entry sites; EGFP, enhanced green fluores-
cence protein; F2A, foot-and-mouth disease virus 2A sequence; and WRE,
woodchuck responsive element. (E) Schematic representation of the 293.T
cell line that has been engineered to stably express mouse CD3 genes and so
as to support the surface display of mouse TCRs (denoted as 293.T/mCD3). (F)
Representative FACS plots showing the expression of clonal iNKT TCRs in
293.T/mCD3 cells transduced with the chosen miNKT vector.

1524 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1424877112 Smith et al.
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Fig. 2. Generation of functional iNKT cells through TCR gene engineering of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). B6 mice receiving adoptive transfer of HSCs
transduced with either the Mock retroviral vector (denoted as B6-Mock mice) or miNKT retroviral vector (denoted as B6-miNKT mice) were allowed to re-
constitute their immune system in a duration of 6–8 wk, followed by analysis. The experiments were repeated at least three times, and representative results
are presented. iNKT cells were detected as TCRβlomCD1d/PBS-57+ using flow cytometry. (A) Schematic representation of the experimental design to generate
HSC-engineered iNKT cells in mice. (B and C) Increase of iNKT cells in B6-miNKT mice compared with that in the control B6-Mock mice. (B) FACS plots showing
the detection of iNKT cells in various tissues. (C) Bar graphs showing the fold increase of percent iNKT cells in the indicated tissues. (D and E) Control of iNKT
cell numbers in B6-miNKT mice through titrating the miNKT vector-transduced HSCs used for adoptive transfer. (D) FACS plots showing the detection of iNKT
cells in the spleens of various B6-miNKT recipient mice. Tc indicates the conventional αβ T cells (gated as TCRβ+mCD1d/PBS-57−). (E) Bar graphs showing the
percent iNKT of total αβ T cells in spleen. (F) Phenotype of the HSC-engineered iNKT cells. FACS plots are presented showing the surface markers of iNKT cells
detected in the liver of B6-miNKT mice. (G and H) Long-term production of HSC-engineered iNKT cells. FACS plots are presented showing the detection of
iNKT cells in the spleen of B6-miNKT mice for up to 6 mo after initial HSC adoptive transfer (G) and at 2 mo after secondary bone marrow transfer (BMT) (H).
(I–K) Functionality of the HSC-engineered iNKT cells tested in vitro. Spleen cells of B6-miNKT mice were cultured in vitro in the presence of α-GalCer (100 ng/mL).
(I) FACS plots showing the time-course proliferation of iNKT cells. (J) FACS plots showing the cytokine production in iNKT cells on day 3, as measured by in-
tracellular cytokine staining. (K) ELISA analysis of cytokine production in the cell culture medium at day 3. Data are presented as mean of duplicate cultures ±
SEM, *P < 0.01 (B6-miNKT samples compared with the corresponding B6-Mock controls). (L) Functionality of the HSC-engineered iNKT cells tested in vivo.
B6-Mock or B6-miNKT mice were given i.v. injection of 1 × 106 bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) loaded with α-GalCer (denoted as BMDC/
α-GalCer) and then periodically bled to monitor iNKT cell responses. FACS plots are presented showing the change of iNKT cell frequencies in blood.
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development in thymus into four stages: Stage 1 (CD24+CD44−
DX5−), Stage 2 (CD24−CD44−DX5−), Stage 3 (CD24−CD44+
DX5−), and Stage 4 (CD24−CD44+DX5+) (15). Similar to their
endogenous counterparts, HSC-engineered iNKT cell progeni-
tors detected in the thymus of B6-miNKT mice followed a de-
velopmental path from Stages 1–4 (Fig. 3B). In addition to their
development in thymus to gain TCR expression (Control Point 1),
iNKT cells also differ from conventional αβ T cells in that they
need to undergo an additional maturation step in the periphery to
acquire the expression of NK1.1 (Control Point 2) (15). In B6-
miNKTmice, iNKT cells detected in the periphery did up-regulate
NK1.1 expression compared with iNKT cells detected in the thy-
mus, similar to that observed for endogenous iNKT cells in the
control B6-Mock mice (Fig. 3C).
Overexpression of prerearranged αβ TCR genes in HSCs

has been shown to induce allelic exclusion and block the rear-
rangements of endogenous TCR genes in the resulting conven-
tional αβ T cells (13). Study of the iNKT cells generated in the
B6-miNKT mice revealed that these cells expressed the trans-
genic TCR (Vβ8+), but not the other TCR Vβ chains analyzed in
our experiment (Fig. 3 D and E). In particular, these HSC-
engineered iNKT cells did not express the TCR Vβ7 used by
∼10% of endogenous iNKT cells (Fig. 3 D and E). Analysis of
TCR α chain expression also showed an exclusion of other TCR
Vα expression on the engineered iNKT cells (Fig. 3D). These
results suggest that the iNKT TCR-engineered HSCs give rise to
clonal iNKT cells that only express the transgenic iNKT TCRs,
likely through an allelic exclusion mechanism during iNKT cell
development in thymus.
We also studied the lineage differentiation of iNKT TCR-

engineered HSCs. By detecting intracellular expression of
transgenic iNKT TCRs (gated as Vβ8intra+), TCR-engineered
HSCs and their progeny cells could be tracked (Fig. S2). Notably,
because only T cells express the CD3 molecules that are required
to support the surface display of TCRs and their signaling, the
other cells that lack CD3 molecules can only express the

transgenic iNKT TCRs intracellularly, and these TCRs are not
functional. In addition to generating iNKT cells, our results show
that TCR-engineered HSCs can also differentiate into all other
blood cell lineages analyzed, including B cells (gated as CD19+),
macrophages (gated as CD3−CD19−F4/80+), myeloid cells (gated
as CD3−CD19−CD11b+), and granulocytes (gated as CD3−CD19−
Gr-1+) (Fig. S2).

Antitumor Capacity of the HSC-Engineered iNKT Cells. Finally, we
studied the cancer therapy potential of the HSC-engineered
iNKT cells. B6-miNKT mice and control B6-Mock mice were
challenged with B16.F10 melanoma cells through i.v. injections
and analyzed for lung metastasis 2 wk later (Fig. 4A). Exper-
imental mice received immunization with either unloaded
or α-GalCer–loaded BMDCs (denoted as BMDC/none or
BMDC/α-GalCer, respectively) on day 3 post tumor challenge to
boost iNKT cell activities and to mimic a therapeutic vaccination
treatment (Fig. 4A). Monitoring of the HSC-engineered iNKT
cells in the B6-miNKT mice showed that these cells actively
responded to tumor challenge, evidenced by their expansion
from ∼1.5% to ∼7% in blood (Fig. 4B). In comparison, endog-
enous iNKT cells in the control B6-Mock mice also responded to
tumor challenge, but their limiting starting number (<0.2%) only
allowed them to reach ∼1.7% in blood (Fig. 4B). We observed
a significant protection from lung metastasis in the B6-miNKT
mice compared with that in the control B6-Mock mice, as evi-
denced by the reduction of both the number and size of tumor
nodules (Fig. 4 C–E). Inclusion of a BMDC/α-GalCer immuni-
zation further expanded the HSC-engineered iNKT cells (up to
∼30% in blood; Fig. 4B). However, no significant further re-
duction of lung tumor nodules was observed (Fig. 4C). We
speculate that this may be due to a “saturation” of the antitumor
capacity of iNKT cell-induced effector cells like NK cells and
tumor-specific conventional αβ T cells that were limiting in mice.
Total clearance of tumor metastasis likely requires combination
therapy such as combining with adoptive transfer of additional

Fig. 3. Development of the HSC-engineered iNKT cells. B6-miNKT and control B6-Mock mice were analyzed for iNKT cell development at 6–8 wk post HSC
transfer. The experiments were repeated at least three times, and representative results are presented. iNKT cells were detected as TCRβlomCD1d/PBS-57+

using flow cytometry. (A and B) FACS plots showing the characteristic development of iNKT cells in thymus. (C) FACS plots showing the maturation of iNKT
cells in the periphery measured by the up-regulation of the NK1.1 marker. Comparisons of iNKT cells from thymus and periphery (liver) are shown. (D and E)
FACS plots and bar graphs showing the exclusion of nontransgenic TCR expression on the HSC-engineered iNKT cells. Comparisons of iNKT and conventional
αβ T (Tc) cells from the liver of B6-Mock or B6-miNKT mice are shown. Pan-TCR Vα panel includes Vα2, Vα3.2, and Vα8.3, whereas pan-TCR Vβ panel includes
Vβ3, Vβ4, Vβ5, Vβ6, Vβ11, and Vβ13. N.D., not detected.
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effector cells. Notably, depigmentation of tumor nodules was
observed in high numbers in the B6-iNKT mice (Fig. 4F). Key
molecules in the pigment synthesis pathway are a major class of
tumor antigens for melanoma, and mutating or down-regulating
these molecules are common strategies by which melanoma
tumor cells escape immune attack, often leading to depigmen-
tation (19). The presence of a large fraction of depigmented
tumor nodules in the B6-miNKT mice therefore suggests a
strong immune response against these tumors, presumably in-
duced by the HSC-engineered iNKT cells through activation of
antitumor NK and conventional αβ T cells (Fig. 4F) (3, 4).

Discussion
In this report, we describe a new method of generating large
numbers of iNKT cells in mice through iNKT TCR gene engi-
neering of HSCs. Compared with existing iNKT TCR transgenic
mouse technology and iNKT iPS cell-derived transgenic mouse
technology, this new method is cost-effective and high-through-
put. It is easy to implement through a standard retrovirus-
transduced bone marrow transfer and has a fast turnover to

generate iNKT cells within as few as 6 wk (Fig. 2). Most im-
portantly, unlike transgenic mouse technologies, this method can
be applied to humans through gene-modified CD34+ cell trans-
fer and therefore has direct translational potential (20).
In our study, we showed that the HSC-engineered mouse

iNKT cells followed a classical iNKT cell development path,
Check Point 1 in the thymus to gain iNKT TCR expression
and Check Point 2 in the periphery to gain NK1.1 expression
(Fig. 3). They also displayed a typical iNKT cell phenotype
(TCRβlomCD1d/PBS-57hiNK1.1hiCD62LloCD44hiCD4+/−CD8−)
and exhibited full iNKT cell functionality with potent and fast
response to antigen stimulation, both in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 2).
These findings confirm the new HSC-engineered iNKT cell
method as a powerful tool to study mouse iNKT cell biology. By
increasing the iNKT cells to a suitable level, their development
and function in health and disease conditions can be easily
monitored. In particular, this method allows us to generate large
numbers of clonal iNKT cells, thus enabling the investigation of
similarities and differences between individual iNKT cell clones.

Fig. 4. Protection from melanoma lung metastasis by the HSC-engineered iNKT cells. B6-miNKT and control B6-Mock mice were given i.v. injection of 0.5–1 ×
106 B16.F10 melanoma cells on day 0 and analyzed for melanoma lung metastasis on day 14. On day 3, experimental mice received i.v. injection of 1 × 106

BMDCs either unloaded or loaded with α-GalCer (denoted as BMDC/none or BMDC/α-GalCer, respectively) to mimic a therapeutic vaccine treatment. The
experiments were repeated twice (5–7 mice per group), and representative results are presented. (A) Schematic representation of the experimental design to
study the cancer therapy potential of the HSC-engineered iNKT cells in the B16 melanoma lung metastasis mouse model. (B) FACS plots showing the ex-
pansion of iNKT cells in the blood of experimental mice in response to tumor challenge and BMDC/α-GalCer vaccination. (C–F) Analysis of melanoma lung
metastasis in the experimental mice on day 14. (C) Enumeration of lung tumor nodules. Data are presented as mean ± SEM, *P < 0.01 (B6-miNKT samples
compared with corresponding B6-Mock controls). (D) Photos of lung showing melanoma metastasis. (E) Immunohistology analysis showing the H-E staining of
lung sections. Metastatic tumor nodules are indicated by arrows. Bars: 1,000 μm (40×magnification); 500 μm (100×magnification). (F) One image of lung from
a representative B6-miNKT mouse showing the detection of pale, depigmented tumor nodules.
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For example, by studying the antigen recognition and functional
differentiation of single iNKT cell clones, critical clues might be
revealed to increase understanding of the origins of various iNKT
cell subsets with distinct functions, such as those iNKT cell subsets
biased to produce Th1, Th2, or Th17 effector cytokines (3). The
flexibility of this method also allows the convenient generation of
iNKT cells of different genomic backgrounds at a fast pace and an
affordable cost, allowing examination of the functions of desig-
nated genes for regulating iNKT cell biology (8).
The therapeutic potential of this HSC-engineered iNKT cell

approach is also promising. A broad range of applications, fast
and strong responses, and the clinical availability of a potent
stimulatory reagent α-GalCer make iNKT cells attractive thera-
peutic targets (4). In the past 2 decades, a series of iNKT cell-
based clinical trials have been conducted, mainly targeting cancer
(4, 21). A recent trial reported encouraging antitumor immunity in
patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, attesting to
the potential of iNKT cell-based immunotherapies (22). How-
ever, most trials yielded unsatisfactory results (4, 21). Overall,
these trials all worked through the direct stimulation or ex vivo
expansion of patients’ endogenous iNKT cells, thus yielding
only short-term, limited clinical benefits to a small number of
patients. The low frequency and high variability of iNKT cells
in humans (∼0.01–1% in blood), as well as the rapid depletion
of these cells poststimulation, are considered to be the major
stumbling blocks limiting the success of these trials. However,
if successfully applied to humans, the reported new HSC-
engineered iNKT cell approach has the potential to provide
patients with a lifelong supply of therapeutic levels of iNKT cells,
taking advantage of the longevity and self-renewal of HSCs (23),
thus eliminating a key barrier against current iNKT cell-based
immunotherapies. It is worthy to note that simply engineering
conventional αβ T cells with iNKT TCR genes will not convert
these cells into iNKT cells. The unique functions of iNKT cells

can only be acquired during iNKT cell development, leaving
HSC engineering the sole approach to produce functional engi-
neered iNKT cells.

Materials and Methods
The full description of materials and methods is provided in SI Materials
and Methods.

Single-Cell iNKT TCR Cloning. The cloning method was performed based on an
established protocol (24), with several modifications. Details are provided in
SI Materials and Methods.

HSC Isolation, Transduction, Adoptive Transfer, and Secondary Bone Marrow
Transfer. The procedures were reported previously (10) and are provided in SI
Materials and Methods.

Statistical Analysis. Student’s two-tailed t test was used for paired compar-
isons. Data are presented as mean ± SEM, unless otherwise indicated. P <
0.01 was considered significant.
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Materials and Methods
Mice and Materials. C57BL/6J (B6) mice were purchased from the
Jackson Laboratory. Six- to ten-week-old females were used for
all experiments unless otherwise indicated. All animal experi-
ments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of California, Los Angeles.
α-Galactosylceramide (α-GalCer, KRN7000) was purchased

from Avanti Polar Lipids; lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and 5-fluoro-
uracil (5-FU) from Sigma; recombinant murine IL-3, IL-6 and stem
cell factor (SCF) from PeproTech; and polybrene from Millipore.
Fluorochrome-conjugated mCD1d/PBS-57 tetramer reagents
were provided by the NIH Tetramer Core Facility (Emory
University, Atlanta, GA). Fixable Viability Dye eFluor455UV
was purchased from affymetrix eBioscience.

Antibodies and Flow Cytometry. Fluorochrome-conjugated anti-
bodies specific for mouse CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, CD11b, CD24,
CD62L, CD44, DX5, F4/80, Gr-1, TCRβ, TCR Vβ7, TCR Vβ8,
and TCR Vα8.3 were purchased from BioLegend; for mouse
NK1.1, IFN-γ, IL-4, TCR Vα2, TCR Vα3.2, TCR Vβ3, TCR
Vβ4, TCR Vβ5, TCR Vβ6, TCR Vβ11, and TCR Vβ13, from BD
Biosciences. Fc Block (anti-mouse CD16/32) was purchased
from BD Biosciences. Cells were stained as previously described
(1) and analyzed using an LSRFortessa flow cytometer (BD
Biosciences). FlowJo software was used to analyze the data.

ELISA.The ELISAs for detecting mouse cytokines were performed
following a standard protocol from BD Biosciences. The capture
and biotinylated antibody pairs for detecting mouse IFN-γ and
IL-4 were also purchased from BD Biosciences. The streptavidin–
HRP conjugate and mouse IFN-γ and IL-4 Single-Use ELISA
Ready-Set-Go (RSG) Standards were purchased from affymetrix
eBioscience. The 3,3′,5,5′-Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate
was purchased from KPL. The samples were analyzed for ab-
sorbance at 450 nm using an Infinite M1000 microplate reader
(Tecan).

Single-Cell iNKT TCR Cloning. The single-cell iNKT TCR RT-PCR
was performed based on an established protocol (2), with certain
modifications. iNKT cells were sorted from mouse spleen cells
based on a stringent forum of surface markers (CD3lomCD1d/
PBS-57+TCR Vβ8+NK1.1hi) using a FACSAria II flow cyto-
meter (BD Biosciences) (lo, low; hi, high). Single cells were
sorted directly into PCR plates containing cell lysis buffer. The
plates were then immediately flash frozen and stored at −80 °C
until use. Upon thawing, the cell lysate from each cell was split in
half on the same PCR plate and processed directly into iNKT
TCR cloning for both α and β chain genes using a OneStep RT-
PCR kit (QIAGEN), following the manufacturer’s instructions
and using the iNKT TCR gene-specific primers. These primers
were designed to amplify the ∼200 bps spanning the CDR3 re-
gions of the iNKT TCR α and β chain cDNAs and were cus-
tomer-synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT): for
TCRα (FW primer: 5′-GGG AGA TAC TCA GCA ACT CTG
GAT AAA GAT GC -3′; BW primer: 5′- CCA GAT TCC ATG
GTT TTC GGC ACA TTG -3′) and for TCRβ (FW: 5′- GGA
GAT ATC CCT GAT GGA TAC AAG GCC TCC -3′; BW: 5′-
GGG TAG CCT TTT GTT TGT TTG CAA TCT CTG -3′).
Verified sequences (productive germline Vα14-Jα18-Cα assem-
bly for TCRα and Vβ8-D/J/N-Cβ assembly for TCRβ) were used
to construct the complete cDNA sequences encoding the TCR α
and β chains from a single cell, based on information about

murine TCR genomic segments [the international ImMuno-
GeneTics information system (IMGT), www.imgt.org]. The selected
iNKT TCR α and β pair cDNAs were then synthesized as a single
bicistonic gene, with codon optimization and a F2A sequence
linking the TCRα and TCRβ cDNAs to enable their coex-
pression (GenScript).

The 293.T/mCD3 Stable Cell Line. HEK293.T human embryonic
kidney epithelial cells (ATCC) were stably transduced with a
lentiviral vector (3) coexpressing all four chains of mouse CD3
complex (CD3γ, CD3δ, CD3e, and CD3ζ), through linking the
four cDNAs with three different 2A sequences (F2A, foot-and-
mouth disease virus 2A; P2A, porcine teschovirus-1 2A; and
T2A, Thosea asigna virus 2A). The transduced cells were then
transiently transfected with an MOT1 vector encoding a mouse
CD8 TCR, using a standard calcium precipitation procedure (1).
Single cells supporting the high surface expression of OT1 TCRs
(gated as CD3+TCR Vβ5+) were sorted out using flow cytometry
and grown into single-cell clones. A stable, single-cell clone that
lost OT1 TCR expression, but retained the capacity to support
mouse TCR surface expression, was selected and designated as
the 293.T/mCD3 stable cell line.

Mock and miNKT Retroviruses. Mock (MIG) retroviral vector was
reported previously (1). miNKT retroviral vector was constructed
by inserting the synthetic bicistronic gene (iNKT TCRα-F2A-
TCRβ) into the MIG vector, replacing the IRES-EGFP segment.
Retroviruses were made using HEK293.T cells, following a stan-
dard calcium precipitation protocol as previously described (1).

HSC Isolation, Transduction, Adoptive Transfer, and Secondary Bone
Marrow Transfer. The procedures were reported previously (1). In
brief, B6 mice were treated with 5-fluorouracil (250 μg per gram
body weight). Five days later, bone marrow (BM) cells were
harvested and cultured for 4 d in BM cell culture medium con-
taining recombinant murine IL-3 (20 ng/mL), IL-6 (50 ng/mL),
and SCF (50 ng/mL). On days 2 and 3, BM cells were spin-
infected with retroviruses supplemented with 8 μg/mL of poly-
brene, at 770 × g, 30 °C for 90 min. On day 4, BM cells were
collected and i.v. injected into B6 recipients that had received
1,200 rads of total body irradiation (∼1–2 × 106 transduced BM
cells per recipient). For secondary BM transfer, fresh total BM
cells harvested from the primary BM recipients were i.v. injected
into secondary B6 recipient mice that had received 1,200 rads of
total body irradiation (∼10 × 106 total BM cells per recipient).
The BM recipient mice were maintained on the combined anti-
biotics sulfmethoxazole and trimethoprim oral suspension (Septra;
Hi-Tech Pharmacal) in a sterile environment for 6–8 wk until
analysis or use for further experiments.

Bone Marrow-Derived Dendritic Cell Generation, Antigen Loading,
and Mouse Immunization. B6 mouse BMDCs were generated
from BM cell cultures and matured with LPS as described pre-
viously (1). The LPS-matured BMDCs were then cultured at
37 °C in a 6-well plate at 10 × 106 cells/well/2 mL BMDC culture
medium containing 5 μg/mL of α-GalCer for 2 h, with gentle
shaking every 30 min. The α-GalCer–loaded BMDCs were then
washed twice with PBS and used to immunize mice through i.v.
injection (∼1 × 106 BMDCs/mouse).

In vitro iNKT Cell Functional Assays. Spleen cells containing iNKT
cells were cultured in vitro in a 24-well plate at 2 × 106 cells per
well in regular mouse lymphocyte culture medium, with or
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without the addition of α-GalCer (100 ng/mL), for 5 d. On days 3
and 5, cells were collected and assayed for iNKT cell expansion
using flow cytometry, and the cell culture supernatants were
collected and assayed for effector cytokine (IFN-γ and IL-4)
production by ELISA. On day 3, some cells were also treated
with 4 μL/6 mL BD GolgiStop for 4–6 h and then assayed for
intracellular cytokine production using flow cytometry via in-
tracellular staining using the BD Cytofix/Cytoperm Fixation/
Permeabilization Kit (BD Biosciences).

In vivo iNKT Cell Functional Assay. Mice were immunized with
α-GalCer–loaded BMDCs through i.v. injection (∼1 × 106
BMDCs per mouse) and then periodically bled to monitor the in
vivo iNKT cell responses using flow cytometry.

B16 Melanoma Lung Metastasis MouseModel.Mice that received i.v.
injection of 0.5–1 × 106 B16.F10 melanoma cells were allowed to
develop lung metastasis over the course of 2 wk (4). On day 3
post tumor challenge, the experimental mice received i.v. in-
jection of 1 × 106 BMDCs that were either unloaded or loaded

with α-GalCer. On day 14, mice were euthanized, and their lungs
were harvested and analyzed for melanoma metastasis by counting
tumor nodules under a Zeiss Stemi 2000-CS microscope (Carl
Zeiss AG) at 10× magnification. Representative lungs were also
analyzed by immunohistology.

Immunohistology. Lung tissues collected from the experimental
mice were fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin and embedded
in paraffin for sectioning (5 μm thickness), followed by hema-
toxylin and eosin staining using standard procedures (UCLA
Translational Pathology Core Laboratory, Los Angeles, CA).
The sections were imaged using an Olympus BX51 upright mi-
croscope equipped with an Optronics Macrofire CCD camera
(AUOptronics) at 40× and 100×magnifications. The images were
analyzed using Optronics PictureFrame software (AU Optronics).

Statistical analysis. Student’s two-tailed t test was used for paired
comparisons. Data are presented as mean ± SEM, unless oth-
erwise indicated. P < 0.01 was considered significant.
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Fig. S1. Titration of the miNKT retroviral vector. The 293.T/mCD3 cells were transduced with the titrated volume of indicated virus supernatants. Three days
later, virus-mediated expression of mouse TCRs was measured using flow cytometry. Representative FACS plots showing the detection of mouse TCRs on cell
surface are presented. Note mouse CD3 (mCD3) molecules only display on cell surface in complex with the transgenic mouse TCRs, therefore, they can be used
as an indicator of transgenic TCR expression. The results show comparable titers of the miNKT and MOT1 retroviral vectors, estimated as ∼0.5–1 × 106 IFU/mL
(infectious units per milliliter). Mock, the control retroviral vector encoding an EGFP reporter gene; miNKT, the retroviral vector encoding a selected pair of
mouse iNKT TCR α and β chain genes; MOT1, the retroviral vector encoding the α and β chain genes of OT1 TCR, a mouse conventional αβ TCR specific for
chicken ovalbumin (1).

Smith et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1424877112 2 of 3
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Fig. S2. Lineage differentiation of iNKT TCR-engineered HSCs. B6-miNKT and control B6-Mock mice were analyzed for the presence of iNKT TCR-engineered
cells at 6–8 wk post HSC transfer. The experiments were repeated at least three times, and representative FACS plots (A) and bar graphs (B) are shown. En-
gineered cells were detected by intracellular staining of the transgenic TCRβ chain (gated as TCR Vβ8intra+). Comparison analysis of the spleen cells of B6-miNKT
and B6 control mice is presented. N.D., not detected.
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Propagating Humanized BLT Mice for the Study
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The humanized bone marrow-liver-thymus (BLT) mouse model harbors a nearly complete human immune
system, therefore providing a powerful tool to study human immunology and immunotherapy. However, its
application is greatly limited by the restricted supply of human CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells and fetal
thymus tissues that are needed to generate these mice. The restriction is especially significant for the study of
human immune systems with special genetic traits, such as certain human leukocyte antigen (HLA) haplotypes
or monogene deficiencies. To circumvent this critical limitation, we have developed a method to quickly
propagate established BLT mice. Through secondary transfer of bone marrow cells and human thymus implants
from BLT mice into NSG (NOD/SCID/IL-2Rg-/-) recipient mice, we were able to expand one primary BLT
mouse into a colony of 4–5 proBLT (propagated BLT) mice in 6–8 weeks. These proBLT mice reconstituted
human immune cells, including T cells, at levels comparable to those of their primary BLT donor mouse. They
also faithfully inherited the human immune cell genetic traits from their donor BLT mouse, such as the HLA-
A2 haplotype that is of special interest for studying HLA-A2-restricted human T cell immunotherapies.
Moreover, an EGFP reporter gene engineered into the human immune system was stably passed from BLT to
proBLT mice, making proBLT mice suitable for studying human immune cell gene therapy. This method
provides an opportunity to overcome a critical hurdle to utilizing the BLT humanized mouse model and enables
its more widespread use as a valuable preclinical research tool.

Keywords: humanized BLT mice, human immunology, human immunotherapy, propagating, CD34, HSC

Introduction

Small animal models that harbor a human immune
system and support human immune cell development

are valuable tools for the study of human immunology and
the preclinical development of human immunotherapy. In the
past decades, various humanized mouse models were de-
veloped toward enabling the long-term engraftment of a
complete human immune system [1–3]. As the first step,
immunodeficient mouse strains were identified or developed
that accept xenogeneic transplanted human immune cells.
These mouse strains carry spontaneous or targeted mutations
of immune regulatory genes such as the Prkdc gene (spon-
taneous mutation in SCID or NOD/SCID mice) or RAG1/
RAG2 genes that are involved in the formation of antigen
receptors on B and T cells, or the IL-2 receptor gamma-chain

(IL-2Rc) gene that is the common signaling subunit of the
receptors for multiple cytokines (IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-
15, and IL-21) and is, thus, involved in the development of
lymphoid and natural killer (NK) cells [1–3]. At present,
NOD/SCID/IL-2Rg-/- (NSG) or BALB/c/RAG2-/-/IL-2Rg-/-

(BRG) mice are the standard recipients in generation of
humanized mice, because they are deficient of murine T cells,
B cells, and NK cells. NSG mice have shown stronger en-
graftment, presumably due to their expression of a signal
regulatory protein alpha (SIRP-a) gene that is more homol-
ogous to the human SIRP-a gene and that delivers a more
effective ‘‘do-not-eat-me’’ signal resulting in decreased
phagocytosis of engrafted human cells [4,5]. As the second
step, various human immune cell xenograft protocols were
developed. The initial protocol involves injecting human
peripheral blood mononuclear leukocytes (PBL) into SCID
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mice. The resulting Hu-PBL-SCID mice contain limited
lineages of human immune cells and do not support de novo
human immune cell development [6]. Transfer of human
CD34+ hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) into
newborn NSG or BRG mice results in long-term engraftment
of CD34+ cells and reconstitution of multilineage human
immune cells [7,8]. However, a key limitation of such HIS
(human immune system) mice is the aberrant development of
human T cells in the mouse thymus that affects the MHC
selection and functional maturation of human T cells [7,8].
Human T cells generated in these HIS mice are selected on
mouse MHC molecules, making them incapable of recog-
nizing human antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and mounting
human HLA-restricted T cell responses [7,8]. The issue of T
cell education was circumvented by another protocol wherein
transfer of human fetal liver and thymus tissue under the
kidney capsule of recipient SCID mice gave rise to a human
organoid that was capable of supporting proper human T cell
development [9]. Although human T cells are abundant in
these SCID-hu mice, they are mainly confined to the organoid
and, thus, the reconstitution of the other organs is poor [9].
The most comprehensive transfer protocol combined the
strengths of these early protocols and involves the transfer of
human CD34+ cells into the most supportive NSG recipient
mice, as well as implanting human fetal thymus and liver
tissue under the kidney capsule of these mice [10,11]. The
resulting humanized mice, named bone marrow-liver-thymus
(BLT) mice, support the long-term engraftment and systemic
reconstitution of a nearly complete human immune system,
including multilineage human adaptive and innate immune
cells consisting of T cells, B cells, NK cells, dendritic cells,
and macrophages [10,11]. Importantly, human immune cells
developed in BLT mice, especially T cells, are functional,
and they have shown productive responses to skin xenografts
and various viral/bacterial infections [10–13].

Because it supports the development and maintenance of a
nearly complete and functional human immune system, the
humanized BLT mouse model is a promising tool to study
human hematopoiesis and immune cell activities under
healthy and disease conditions [1,2]. It is particularly useful
for studies of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infec-
tion because of the high frequencies of human T cells in the
lymphoid and mucosal tissues of BLT mice, as well as be-
cause of the proper maturation status and lineage differen-
tiation of these human T cells [14–16]. To date, studies using
BLT mice have generated valuable knowledge in many as-
pects of HIV infection, including prevention, mucosal
transmission, HIV-specific innate and adaptive immunity,
viral latency, and novel anti-retroviral and immune-based
therapies for suppression and reservoir eradication [14–17].
The humanized BLT mouse model is also ideal for the study
of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)- and T cell-based im-
munotherapies, because of the long-term engraftment of
human HSCs and T cells in BLT mice [10,11]. We and
others have utilized BLT mice for the preclinical develop-
ment of gene-modified HSC-based immunotherapies for
treating cancer and HIV [18,19]. Despite its potential as a
valuable research tool, the application of BLT mice is greatly
limited by the restricted supply of human CD34+ cells and
human fetal liver and thymus tissues that are required to
generate these mice. The restriction is especially problematic
for the study of human immune systems with special genetic

traits, such as certain human leukocyte antigen (HLA) hap-
lotypes or immune monogene deficiencies [19–22].

To circumvent this critical limitation, we have developed
a method to quickly propagate established BLT mice
without the need of additional human tissues. We hypoth-
esized that human CD34+ cells engrafted into the bone
marrow of a primary BLT mouse retained their HSC po-
tential and could repopulate a human immune system in
multiple naı̈ve NSG mice through secondary bone marrow
transfer; meanwhile, the human thymus organoid estab-
lished in a primary BLT mouse maintained a human thymus
structure and could be split and transplanted into the sec-
ondary recipient NSG mice to provide a human thymus
microenvironment supporting proper human T cell devel-
opment. In the present article, we demonstrated the feasi-
bility of this new method to expand a single primary BLT
mouse into a colony of 4–5 proBLT (propagated BLT) mice
in 6–8 weeks, and we provided evidence to support the
potential research value of these proBLT mice.

Materials and Methods

Mice and materials

NOD.Cg-PrkdcSCIDIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NOD/SCID/IL-2Rg-/-,
NSG) mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory
and maintained in the animal facilities at the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Six- to 10-week-old females
were used for all experiments, unless otherwise indicated. All
animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of UCLA.

X-VIVO-15 cell culture medium was purchased from
Lonza. Recombinant human Flt3 ligand, stem cell factor
(SCF), thrombopoietin (TPO), IL-3, and Fixable Viability
Dye eFluor506 were purchased from affymetrix eBioscience.
Retronectin! was purchased from Clontech.

Antibodies and flow cytometry

Fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies that were specific for
human CD45, TCRab, CD11b, CD11c, CD14, CD19, CD56,
and HLA-A2 were purchased from BioLegend; those spe-
cific for human CD34 were purchased from BD Biosciences.
Human Fc Receptor Blocking Solution (TruStain FcX")
was purchased from BioLegend, whereas mouse Fc Block
(anti-mouse CD16/32) was purchased from BD Biosciences.
Cells were stained as previously described and analyzed by
using an MACSQuant Analyzer 10 flow cytometer (Miltenyi
Biotec) [23]. FlowJo software was used to analyze the data.

Tissue processing for flow cytometry analysis

For flow cytometry analysis, all tissues were processed
into mononuclear cells (MNCs) and lysed of red blood cells
(RBCs). Blood and bone marrow samples were directly
lysed with Tris-buffered ammonium chloride (TAC) buffer,
following a standard protocol (Cold Spring Harbor Proto-
cols). Spleens were smashed against a 70mm cell strainer
(Corning) to prepare single cells and then lysed with TAC.
Livers were cut into small pieces by using a pair of scissors,
smashed against a 70mm cell strainer to prepare single cells,
and passed through a 33% Percoll gradient isolation (Sigma)
to remove hepatocytes, followed by TAC lysis.
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Human CD34+ cells and thymus tissues

Human fetal liver CD34+ HSPCs, as well as fetal thymus
tissues, were obtained from the CFAR Gene and Cellular
Therapy Core Laboratory at UCLA, without identification
information under federal and state regulations. CD34+ cells
were sorted from fetal liver cells through magnetic-activated
cell sorting by using a Direct CD34 Progenitor Cell Isolation
Kit (Miltenyi Biotec) following the manufacturer’s in-
structions [18]. The purity of CD34+ cells was more than
97%, as evaluated by flow cytometry.

pMND-EGFP lentiviruses

pMND-EGFP lentiviral vector was constructed by insert-
ing an EGFP reporter gene into the lentivector that contains
the MND retroviral LTR U2 region as an internal promoter
[24]. VsVg-pseudotyped pMND-EGFP lentiviruses were
produced by using HEK293.T cells, following a standard
calcium precipitation protocol and an ultracentrifugation
concentration protocol as previously described [25].

Generation of humanized BLT Mice

Humanized BLT mice were generated as previously de-
scribed, with certain modifications [10,11]. In brief, human
CD34+ cells were cultured for no more than 48 h in X-VIVO-
15 cell culture medium containing recombinant human Flt3
ligand (50 ng/mL), SCF (50 ng/mL), TPO (50 ng/mL), and IL-
3 (20 ng/mL) in nontissue culture-treated plates coated with
Retronectin. Viral transduction, when applicable, was per-
formed at 24 h by adding concentrated pMND-EGFP lenti-
viruses directly to the culture medium. At around 48 h, CD34+

cells were collected and i.v. injected into NSG recipient mice
(*0.5–1 · 106 CD34+ cells per recipient) that had received
270 rads of total body irradiation. Then, 1–2 fragments of
human fetal thymus (*1 mm3), as well as donor-matched
fetal liver CD34- cells, when available (*4.5 · 106), were
implanted under the kidney capsule of each recipient NSG
mouse. The mice were maintained on trimethoprim/sulf-
methoxazole (TMS) chow in a sterile environment for 8–12
weeks until analysis or use for further experiments.

Generation of Humanized proBLT Mice

Humanized proBLT (propagated BLT) mice were gener-
ated through adoptive transfer of bone marrow cells and
human thymus organoid implant fragments from BLT mice
into secondary recipient NSG mice that had received 270
rads of total body irradiation. On the day of transfer, one
primary BLT mouse was dissected. Total bone marrow cells
harvested from the femur and tibia of the BLT mouse were
split equally and i.v. injected into 4–5 recipient NSG mice.
On average, about 40–50 · 106 total bone marrow cells were
harvested from each primary BLT donor mouse, whereas
about 10 · 106 total BLT bone marrow cells were given to
each NSG recipient mouse. Meanwhile, human thymus or-
ganoid was dissected out from the kidney capsule of a BLT
mouse, cut into pieces of *1 mm3, and surgically implanted
under the kidney capsule of the secondary recipient NSG
mice (1–2 human thymus organoid pieces per recipient). The
mice were maintained on TMS chow in a sterile environment
for 8–12 weeks until analysis or use for further experiments.

Immunohistology

Primary human fetal thymus tissue or human thymus
organoid implants dissected out from the experimental BLT
or proBLT mice were fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin
and embedded in paraffin for sectioning (4mm thickness),
followed by hematoxylin and eosin (H/E) staining or anti-
body staining (for human CD45 or CD3) by using standard
procedures (UCLA Translational Pathology Core Labora-
tory). The sections were imaged by using an Olympus BX51
upright microscope equipped with an Optronics Macrofire
CCD camera (AU Optronics) at 40 · , 100 · , and 400 · mag-
nifications. The images were analyzed by using Optronics
PictureFrame software (AU Optronics).

Statistical analysis

Student’s two-tailed t test was used for paired compari-
sons. Data are presented as mean – SEM, unless otherwise
indicated. P < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Generation of BLT mice

We generated humanized BLT mice by following previ-
ously established procedures, with certain modifications
(Materials and Methods section; Fig. 1A). In brief, cryo-
preserved human fetal liver CD34+ cells were thawed and
cultured for no more than 48 h in X-VIVO-15 medium
containing recombinant human Flt3 ligand, SCF, TPO, and
IL-3. Viral transduction, when applicable, was performed at
24 h by adding concentrated lentiviral vectors directly to the
culture medium. At around 48 h, CD34+ cells were collected
and i.v. injected into NOD/SCID/IL-2Rgc-/- (NSG) recipi-
ent mice (*0.5–1 · 106 CD34+ cells per recipient) that had
received 270 rads of total body irradiation. On the same day,
1–2 fragments of human fetal thymus (*1 mm3), as well as
donor-matched fetal liver CD34- cells, when available
(*4.5 · 106), were implanted under the kidney capsule of
each recipient NSG mouse. The resulting BLT mice were
allowed to reconstitute a human immune system, whereas
periodic bleedings were performed to monitor the presence
of human immune cells (gated as hCD45+, Fig. 1B, D). We
started to detect human immune cells in BLT mice at 4
weeks post human tissue transplantation. The levels of hu-
man immune cells gradually increased over time and then
peaked and stabilized at around week 12 (Fig. 1B). In our
experiments, we routinely obtained *30–80% human im-
mune cell reconstitution in the blood of BLT mice. Data
from a representative experiment showing *40% human
immune cell reconstitution are presented (Fig. 1B, D). In our
studies, we found that transfer of fetal liver (either tissue
fragments or CD34- cells) was optional for making BLT
mice. We also found that human CD34+ cells and human
fetal thymus used for making BLT mice did not need to be
donor matched, making it flexible to use CD34+ cells iso-
lated from fetal liver, cord blood, adult bone marrow, or G-
CSF-mobilized adult peripheral blood. The reconstitution
efficiency was ranked as the following: fetal liver CD34+

cells > cord blood CD34+ > adult CD34+ cells (data not
shown). In this article, data from BLT mice made with fetal
liver CD34+ cells (either donor matched or -unmatched with
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fetal thymus tissue) are presented. Notably, when nondonor
matched CD34+ cells and fetal thymus are used to produce
BLT mice, such BLT mice can still be valuable tools to
study human immune cell development, but certain pre-
cautions need to be taken when using these mice to study
human T cell immunity. In these BLT mice, T cell function
may be affected by the HLA mismatch between human T
cells developed in these mice (selected on fetal thymus
HLAs) and human APCs generated in these mice (derived
from CD34+ cells and, therefore, carrying their HLAs). For
certain research, a partial HLA match (e.g., HLA-A2+) may
still allow for the study of defined types of T cell responses
(e.g., HLA-A2-restricted T cell response).

Generation of propagated BLT mice

Humanized propagated BLT (proBLT) mice were gener-
ated through secondary transfer of bone marrow cells and
human thymus organoid fragments harvested from BLT mice
into naı̈ve recipient NSG mice that had received 270 rads of
total body irradiation (Fig. 1A). Primary BLT mice at 12

weeks post primary human tissue transplant were used as
donor mice. Total bone marrow cells harvested from one BLT
mouse (*40–50 · 106 cells) were split equally and i.v. injected
into 4–5 recipient NSG mice (*10 · 106 cells per recipient).
Meanwhile, human thymus organoid dissected out from the
BLT mouse was cut into pieces of *1 mm3, and it was then
surgically implanted under the kidney capsule of the recipient
NSG mice (1–2 human thymus organoid pieces per recipient).
The resulting proBLT mice were allowed to reconstitute a
human immune system, whereas periodic bleedings were
performed to monitor the generation of human immune cells
(gated as hCD45+; Fig. 1C, D). Interestingly, human immune
cells were reconstituted more quickly in proBLT mice com-
pared with those in BLT mice, peaking and stabilizing at
around week 6 (Fig. 1C). The faster human immune cell re-
constitution in proBLT mice was likely due to their inheritance
of both early and intermediate human hematopoietic progen-
itor cells, as well as mature human immune cells, from the
bone marrow of donor BLT mice. Notably, because the bone
marrow cells and human thymus organoid implant harvested
from a single BLT mouse could be used to generate 4–5

FIG. 1. Generation of proBLT mice through secondary transfer of bone marrow cells and human thymus implants from
primary BLT mice to naı̈ve NSG mice. The experiments were repeated over six times. Representative results are presented.
(A) Schematic representation of the experimental design to generate humanized BLT and proBLT mice. (B) Scatter plot
showing the time-course detection of human CD45+ cells (gated as hCD45+ of total MNCs) in the blood of BLT mice post
human tissue transplantation (n = 5). Data are presented as individual mouse measurements and mean – SEM of all ex-
perimental mice at the indicated time points. (C) Scatter plot showing the time course detection of human CD45+ cells
(gated as hCD45+ of total MNCs) in the blood of proBLT mice post secondary transfer of bone marrow cells and human
thymus implants from a single primary BLT donor mouse (n = 4–5). Data are presented as individual mouse measurements
and mean – SEM of all experimental mice at the indicated time points. (D) Representative FACS plots showing the presence
of human CD45+ cells in the blood of proBLT mice at 6 weeks post secondary transfer (n = 5). NSG, NOD/SCID/IL-2Rg-/-

mice; BLT, human bone marrow-liver-thymus implanted NSG mice; proBLT, propagated BLT mice; BM, bone marrow;
MNCs, mononuclear cells.
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proBLT mice, these proBLT mice contain a human immune
system including a human T cell educational microenviron-
ment genetically identical to that of their donor BLT mouse
and, thus, can be considered ‘‘clonal’’ (Fig. 1A). Post stabi-
lization, the human immune cell reconstitution levels are
consistent among individual ‘‘clonal’’ proBLT mice and
similar to those of the primary BLT donor mouse (Fig. 1C, D).
Therefore, the proBLT approach allows the expansion of es-
tablished BLT mice to a large homogeneous colony in a short
period of time, while also maintaining the ‘‘clonal’’ nature of
the engrafted human immune system. These features are es-
pecially attractive for studies that are large scale and require
specific genetic traits of human immune cells such as MHC
haplotypes or immune monogene deficiencies [19–22].

Reconstitution of multilineage human immune cells
in proBLT mice

To study the human immune cell reconstitution in
proBLT mice, we performed a systemic analysis of these
mice in comparison with their ‘‘parental’’ BLT mouse. Data
from a representative analysis are presented in Fig. 2. High
percentages of human immune cells were detected in all
immune-homing tissues of proBLT mice, including pe-
ripheral blood (*80%), central lymphoid organs such as
bone marrow (*80%) and spleen (*80%), and immune
regulatory organs such as liver (>90%), at levels similar to
those of their primary donor BLT mouse (Fig. 2A). Lineage
analysis revealed the reconstitution of a nearly complete
human immune system in these proBLT mice, including
adaptive immune cells such as TCRab+ T cells and CD19+

B cells, as well as innate immune cells such as CD56+

natural killer (NK) cells, CD11b+ myeloid cells, CD11c+

dendritic cells, and CD14+ monocytes/macrophages, with a
composition similar to that of the primary BLT mouse
(Fig. 2B–D). Notably, in the primary BLT mice, we detected
high numbers of human CD34+ HSPCs (gated as hCD45+

Lin-hCD34+) that were enriched in the bone marrow
(comprising *10% of total hCD45+ cells) but not in other
tissues such as liver and spleen (comprising <0.4% of total
hCD45+ cells) (Fig. 2B). This observation suggests that the
initial transplants of human fetal liver CD34+ HSPCs were
able to home to the proper HSC niche in the recipient NSG
mice and expand, while still maintaining their characteristic
longevity and multi-potential to repopulate a nearly complete
human immune system. Encouragingly, a similarly high per-
centage of human CD34+ HSPCs (*10%) were detected in the
bone marrow of proBLT mice, indicating the ability of these
human CD34+ HSPCs to survive the secondary bone marrow
transfer and to repopulate the secondary NSG recipient mice,
which was key to the success of the proBLT method (Fig. 2C).

Reconstitution of human thymus and human T cells
in proBLT mice

The most attractive feature of the BLT model is its ca-
pacity to support long-term systemic reconstitution of
properly matured human T cells, which benefits from the
presence of an authentic human thymus component [10,11].
Post insertion under the kidney capsule of NSG recipient
mice, the implanted human fetal thymus fragments
(*1 mm3 in size; 1–2 pieces per implantation site) grow into
human thymus organoids that support human T cell devel-

opment [10,11]. In our experiments, these human thymus
organoids could grow to a size of *20–200 mm3. The im-
age of a representative organoid is presented in Fig. 3A.
When generating proBLT mice, such an organoid was cut
into *1 mm3 fragments and 1–2 pieces of these fragments
were implanted under the kidney capsule of each second-
ary NSG recipient mouse (Materials and Methods section).
In proBLT mice, secondary human thymus organoids were
observed and grown to a size similar to that of the primary
BLT mice. An immunohistology study revealed that both
the BLT and proBLT human thymus organoids displayed a
typical human thymus structure similar to that of the pri-
mary human fetal thymus, comprising a cortex region that
could support the positive selection of human thymocytes
for HLA recognition, and a medulla region that could sup-
port the negative selection of thymocytes for autoreactive T
cell depletion (Fig. 3B, C). These human thymus organoids
were populated with developing human thymocytes that had
undergone T cell receptor (TCR) selection, evidenced by the
positive immunochemical staining for human CD45 and
CD3 markers (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, in the medulla of
these human thymus organoids, we also observed abundant
numbers of Hassall’s corpuscles (HCs), structures that are
unique to human thymus and have been implicated in reg-
ulating the development of human FoxP3+ regulatory T cells
(Fig. 3C) [26]. These results indicate the reconstitution of a
proper human thymus microenvironment in both BLT and
proBLT mice.

Next, we analyzed the development and reconstitution of
human T cells in proBLT mice. Similar to that in the human
thymus organoid of BLT mice, human thymocytes (gated as
hCD45+) in the human thymus organoid of proBLT mice
expressed rearranged human ab TCR receptors (stained as
hTCRab+), and they seemed to follow a classical human T
cell developmental path from DP (gated as CD4+CD8+) to
CD4 or CD8 SP (gated as CD4+CD8- or CD4-CD8+, re-
spectively) stages (Fig. 3D) [27]. Large numbers of mature
human T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+) were detected in
various peripheral tissues of proBLT mice, including blood,
spleen, bone marrow, and liver (Figs. 2 and 3). These T cells
comprised both CD4+ helper and CD8+ cytotoxic T cell
subsets, at a ratio similar to that observed in the primary
BLT mice (Fig. 3E, G, H). Therefore, proBLT mice are able
to support the proper development and systemic reconsti-
tution of human T cells, at levels comparable to those of the
primary BLT mice.

Inheritance of human immune cell genetic traits
from BLT to proBLT mice

Certain genetic traits, such as HLA haplotypes that play
important roles in regulating the development and func-
tionality of human T cells, are critical for the study of hu-
man immunity [28]. For example, our knowledge of
antigen-specific human T cell responses to viral infections
and cancers are largely based on the studies of HLA-A2-
restricted T cell reactions [29]. Humanized BLT mice that
harbor a human immune system of HLA-A2 haplotype
(denoted as BLTA2+) are valuable tools for studying HLA-
A2-restricted T cell responses and developing T cell-based
immunotherapies. However, the supply of human CD34+

cells and fetal thymus tissues of HLA-A2 haplotype needed
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FIG. 2. Reconstitution of multilineage human immune cells in proBLT mice. The experiments were repeated at least three
times. Representative results are presented from BLT and proBLT mice at 8–12 weeks post the primary human tissue or
secondary BLT tissue transfer (n = 4–5 per experimental group). All tissues were processed into mononuclear cells and lysed
of red blood cells for flow cytometry analysis (Materials and Methods section). (A) FACS plots showing the detection of
human CD45+ cells (gated as hCD45+ cells of total mononuclear cells) in various lymphoid and immune-regulatory tissues
of BLT and proBLT mice. (B) FACS plots showing the detection of multilineage human immune cells (pregated on human
CD45+ cells) in various lymphoid and immune-regulatory tissues of BLT mice. Note the homing of human CD34+ cells to
the bone marrow of BLT mice. (C) FACS plots showing the detection of multilineage human immune cells (pregated on
human CD45+ cells) in the bone marrow of proBLT mice. Note the persistence of human CD34+ cells in proBLT mice post
secondary transfer of BLT mice bone marrow cells. (D) Bar graphs showing the comparison of human immune cell
composition in the bone marrow of BLT and proBLT mice. Data are presented as mean – SEM. CD34+(34+): CD34+

hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (gated as hCD45+Lin-hCD34+); T, T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+); B, B cells
(gated as hCD45+hCD19+); NK, natural killer cells (gated as hCD45+hCD56+); My, myeloid cells (gated as hCD45+hCD11b+);
Mo, monocytes/macrophages (gated as hCD45+hCD14+); DC, dendritic cells (gated as hCD45+hCD11c+).
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to produce such BLTA2+ mice are especially limiting. We
proposed to overcome this hurdle by maximizing the utili-
zation of the limited supply of HLA-A2+ human tissues,
through expanding a small number of established BLTA2+

mice into a large colony of proBLTA2+ mice without the
need for additional primary human tissues. As shown in
Fig. 4, the resulting proBLTA2+ mice faithfully inherited the
HLA-A2 haplotype genetic trait and reconstituted a human

immune system, including the human T cell compartment
that expressed HLA-A2.

Persistence of human immune cell gene
modifications from BLT to proBLT mice

Humanized BLT mice are potent tools that are used to study
gene-modified human immune cell therapies, especially gene-

FIG. 3. Reconstitution of human thymus and human T cells in proBLT mice. The experiments were repeated at least three
times. Representative results are presented from BLT and proBLT mice at 8–12 weeks post the primary human tissue or
secondary BLT tissue transfer (n = 4–5 per experimental group). (A) Representative image of a human thymus implant
growing on a mouse kidney. Data from a representative BLT mouse is shown. (B) Immunohistology analysis showing the H/
E staining and antibody staining of sections of primary human fetal thymus or human thymus organoids from BLT or proBLT
mice. Bars: 1,000mm (40 · magnification); 500mm (100 · magnification). (C) Histological analysis showing the H/E staining
of representative human thymus organoid sections. Data from representative BLT and proBLT mice are shown. Note the
presence of cortex and medulla regions that are typical of human thymus, as well as Hassall’s corpuscles (HCs) that are
unique to human thymus. Bars: 500mm (100 · magnification); 5,000mm (400 · magnification). (D) FACS plots showing the
detection of human CD45+ cells in human thymus organoid implants from BLT and proBLT mice. Analysis of human
TCRab expression (pregated on human CD45+ cells) and CD4/CD8 co-receptor expression (pregated on hCD45+hTCRab+

cells) are presented. DP, CD4+CD8+ double-positive thymocytes; CD4+, CD4 single-positive thymocytes; CD8+, CD8 single-
positive thymocytes. (E) FACS plots showing the detection of human T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+) and their CD4/
CD8 subsets (further gated as CD4+ or CD8+) in the blood of BLT and proBLT mice. (F–H) Scatter plots showing the
presence of human T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+; F) and their CD4 (further gated as CD4+; G) and CD8 (further gated
as CD8+; H) subsets in the blood of BLT and proBLT mice. Data are presented as individual mouse measurements and
mean – SEM of all mice in an experimental group. H/E, hematoxylin and eosin; ns, not significant.
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modified HSC therapies for treating diseases such as cancer,
HIV, or primary immune deficiencies [30–34]. To evaluate
whether the proBLT approach may be useful for such appli-
cations, we transduced human CD34+ cells with a lentivector
pMND-EGFP encoding an enhanced green fluorescence
(EGFP) reporter gene, and we then used these genetically
modified CD34+ cells to generate BLT mice (Fig. 5A). In the
resulting BLT mice (denoted as BLTEGFP), we observed high
expression of the EGFP transgene in a high portion of human
immune cells (gated as hCD45+EGFP+ comprising *60% of
total hCD45+ cells; Fig. 5B). proBLT mice generated from
these BLTEGFP mice, denoted as proBLTEGFP, repopulated a
human immune system that persistently expressed high levels
of EGFP transgene with the appearance of hCD45+ cells
starting from 4 weeks post secondary bone marrow transfer
(Fig. 5B, C). Transgene expression was detected in multilineages
of human immune cells, including CD4+ helper and CD8+ cy-
totoxic human T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+CD4+ or
hCD45+hTCRab+CD8+, respectively; Fig. 5D). Moreover,
the levels of human immune cell gene modifications were
very consistent among individual proBLT mice and were
similar to those of the primary BLTEGFP mice (*60% of total
hCD45+ cells; Fig. 5C). Therefore, proBLT mice are suitable
to support large-scale studies of gene-modified human im-
mune cell therapies.

Discussion

In this article, we describe a new method for propagating
humanized BLT mice for the study of human immunology
and immunotherapy. Through secondary transfer of bone
marrow cells and human thymus implants from BLT mice
into naı̈ve NSG recipient mice, we were able to expand one
primary BLT mouse into a colony of 4–5 proBLT mice in 6–
8 weeks (Fig. 1). These proBLT mice reconstituted human
immune cells, including T cells, at levels comparable to
those of their primary BLT donor mice (Figs. 2 and 3). They
also faithfully inherited the human immune genetic traits
from their donor BLT mice, such as the HLA-A2 haplotype
that is of special interest for studying antigen-specific T cell
activities and T cell-based immunotherapies (Fig. 4). More-
over, an EGFP reporter gene engineered into the human

immune system was stably passed from BLT to proBLT
mice, making them suitable for studying gene-modified hu-
man immune cell gene therapies, especially gene-modified
HSC therapies (Fig. 5). Therefore, these proBLT mice can
be considered expanded ‘‘clones’’ of the established primary
BLT mice. Through bypassing the need for additional human
CD34+ cells and fetal thymus tissues, the proBLT approach
provides an opportunity to overcome a critical hurdle to uti-
lizing the BLT humanized mouse model and enables its more
widespread use as a valuable preclinical research tool.

There are two key factors that make the proBLT approach
successful. One is the persistence of human CD34+ HSPCs
through secondary bone marrow transfer in NSG recipient
mice; the other is the regeneration of a functional human
thymus structure in the secondary NSG recipient mice
through implanting the human thymus organoids harvested
from the primary BLT mice. Despite their original sources
(e.g., fetal liver, cord blood, adult bone marrow, or adult G-
CSF-mobilized peripheral blood), human CD34+ cells post
adoptive transfer always preferentially homed to the bone
marrow of NSG mice, likely because NSG mouse bone
marrow provides a nurturing environment that supports the
engraftment and long-term maintenance of these cells
(Fig. 2B) [4]. The ability of BLT bone marrow-experienced
human CD34+ HSPCs to survive the secondary bone mar-
row transfer, while maintaining their longevity and multi-
potential, validates the supporting function of the NSG
mouse bone marrow niche. Meanwhile, the ability of the
human thymus organoids generated in BLT mice to develop
into a functional human thymus structure in the proBLT
mice is intriguing (Fig. 3). A human thymus graft is critical
for the proper development, functional maturation, and sys-
temic reconstitution of human T cells in humanized mice [9].
In addition to thymocytes that are derived from HSPCs, a
functional human thymus comprises thymic epithelial/den-
dritic cells that mediate the positive and negative selections
of human T cells, as well as the programming of special
human T cell sublineages such as CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ reg-
ulatory T cells (Tregs) [27]. In our experiments, we observed
a typical cortex/medulla structure in human thymus orga-
noids harvested from both BLT and proBLT mice, suggest-
ing that human thymocytes and thymic epithelial/dendritic

FIG. 4. Inheritance of human immune cell genetic traits from BLT to proBLT mice. HLA-A2+ human fetal liver CD34+

cells and matching fetal thymus were used to generate the primary BLT mice (denoted as BLTA2+), which were then utilized
to generate the secondary proBLT mice (denoted as proBLTA2+). The experiments were repeated at least three times.
Representative results are presented from BLT and proBLT mice at 8–12 weeks post the primary human tissue or secondary
BLT tissue transfer (n = 4–5 per experimental group). (A) FACS plots showing the inheritance of HLA-A2 haplotype on
reconstituted human immune cells (pregated as hCD45+) from the spleen of BLTA2+ and proBLTA2+ mice. HLA-A2- and
HLA-A2+ PBMCs were included as controls. PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cells from healthy human donors. T,
human T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+). (B) Scatter plot showing the detection of human T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+)
in the blood of BLTA2+ and proBLTA2+ mice. Data are presented as individual mouse measurements and mean – SEM of all
mice in an experimental group. ns, not significant.
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cells were present and organized properly in these organoids
(Fig. 3B). In particular, we observed abundant numbers of
HCs in the medulla of these human thymus organoids (Fig. 3C).
HCs are structures unique to human thymus, formed from
eosinophilic type VI epithelial reticular cells arranged con-
centrically, and have been implicated in the development of
human Tregs [26]. Thymic stromal lymphopoietin expressed
by thymic epithelial cells within the HCs has been indicated to
activate thymic CD11+ dendritic cells that then mediate the
secondary positive selection of human Tregs [26]. Taken to-
gether, these observations verified the presence of an au-
thentic human thymus environment in proBLT mice that is
responsible for the functional reconstitution of human T cells
in these mice.

Based on the success of generating proBLT mice, it is
intriguing to propose that the tertiary transfer of bone
marrow cells and human thymus organoid harvested from
the proBLT mice into NSG mice may further expand the
BLT colony size by another four- to five-fold, allowing the
propagation of a single primary BLT mouse to *5 pro-BLT
mice in 6–8 weeks and then to *25 pro-proBLT mice in
3–4 months. Unfortunately, our initial attempts to generate

pro-proBLT mice did not yield satisfactory results. Recon-
stitution of human immune cells in the pro-proBLT mice
was low and variable. It seemed that the human CD34+ cells
had exhausted their long-term potential post the tertiary
bone marrow transfer, a phenomenon similar to but more
severe than that has been observed for mouse HSCs post
series bone marrow transfers in the mouse model. It has
been well recognized in the mouse model that series of bone
marrow transfers induce stress and impair the longevity of
HSCs. Furthermore, in the BLT humanized mouse model,
the mouse bone marrow environment does not provide the
optimal support for the long-term maintenance of human
HSCs. Supplementing the primary BLT mice and proBLT
mice with human cytokines that are important for human
HSC maintenance, such as Flt3 ligand, SCF, TPO, and IL-3,
may improve the longevity of engrafted human CD34+ cells
and allow for the further propagation of proBLT mice. If
possible, such a preclinical animal model will allow the
continuous ‘‘passage’’ of human immune cells in living
animals for an extended period of time, therefore maxi-
mizing the research value of a limited supply of primary
human immune cells and tissues.

FIG. 5. Persistence of human immune cell gene modifications from BLT to proBLT mice. Human CD34+ cells transduced
with pMND-EGFP lentiviruses were used to generate the primary BLT mice modified with the EGFP reporter gene (denoted
as BLTEGFP), which were then utilized to generate the secondary proBLT mice (denoted as proBLTEGFP). The experiments
were repeated at least three times. Representative results are presented (n = 4–5 per experimental group). (A) Schematic of the
pMND-EGFP lentiviral vector. DLTR, self-inactivating long-term repeats; MNDU3, internal promoter derived from the MND
retroviral LTR U3 region; C, packaging signal with the splicing donor and splicing acceptor sites; RRE, rev-responsive
element; cPPT, central polypurine tract; WPRE, woodchuck responsive element; EGFP, enhanced green fluorescence protein
reporter gene. (B) Representative FACS plots showing the detection of EGFP reporter gene expression in human immune cells
(gated as hCD45+) from the blood of BLTEGFP and proBLTEGFP mice at 8 weeks post the primary human tissue or secondary
BLT tissue transfer. (C) Scatter plot showing the time course detection of EGFP reporter gene expression in human immune
cells (gated as hCD45+) from the blood of proBLTEGFP mice post secondary BLT tissue transfer (n = 4). Data are presented as
individual mouse measurements and mean – SEM of all experimental mice at the indicated time points. Note the stable and
persistent expression of EGFP transgene from the primary BLTEGFP to the secondary proBLTEGFP mice. (D) Representative
FACS plots of blood from proBLTEGFP mice at 8 weeks post secondary BLT tissue transfer, showing the detection of high
EGFP transgene expression in various reconstituted human immune cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+/-), in particular in
human T cells (gated as hCD45+hTCRab+) and their CD4/CD8 subsets (further gated as CD4+ or CD8+).
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proBLT mice are particularly valuable for the study of
human immune systems with special genetic traits. These
genetic traits often pose particular restrictions on the supply
of human tissues that can be used. One example is the HLA
haplotype. For instance, the study of HLA-A2-restricted T
cell responses is of special interest for cancer immunother-
apy research, whereas the study of HLA-B57-restricted T
cell responses is of special interest for HIV latency research
[35,36]. Generation of BLT mice for such studies requires
HLA-A2+ or HLA-B57+ human CD34+ HSPCs as well as
HLA haplotype-matched fetal thymus tissues. Another ex-
ample is monogene deficiencies of the human hematopoietic
system. For instance, adenosine deaminase (ADA) defi-
ciency is of interest for studying human ADA-deficient se-
vere combined immunodeficiency (SCID), whereas b-globin
deficiency is of interest for studying human sickle cell dis-
ease [20–22]. Over the past decades, gene-corrected autol-
ogous HSC transfer has become a promising therapy for
these monogene deficiency-induced diseases and inspires
further investigations [32]. Humanized animal models are
valuable tools for the preclinical development of these
therapies, but their application is greatly limited by the small
number of CD34+ cells that can be collected from patients,
which are often too few to engraft enough animals for
meaningful studies [20–22]. By expanding established BLT
mice and reducing the need for additional primary human
tissues, the proBLT approach provides an attractive solution
to overcome this critical hurdle and makes the humanized
BLT mouse model suitable for the preclinical study of such
hematopietic stem cell-based gene therapies.

Despite its valuable research potential, the BLT model still
has its own limitations and can be improved further to make it
more representative of the human immune system in terms of
the composition of various lineages of immune cells and their
functions. These next-generation humanized mouse models
utilize recipient mice such as NSG or BRG that are further
genetically modified to allow for enhanced human immune
cell reconstitution. Such modifications include the deficiency
of murine c-Kit gene that supports improved human CD34+

HSPC engraftment [37,38], the addition of human transgenes
such as SIRPa to improve overall human hematopoietic cell
engraftment [39], or knock-in of human immune regulatory
genes such as TPO, IL-3, GM-CSF (granulocyte-macrophage
colony-stimulating factor), and M-CSF (macrophage colony-
stimulating factor) that promote the development and func-
tion of human monocytes, macrophages, and NK cells [40].
The proBLT approach should also be applicable to expand
BLT mice that are produced with these advanced recipient
mice and support the studies of a human immune system that
more closely resembles the human situation.
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INTRODUCTION 

A new era of cancer immunotherapy 

 Cancer immunotherapy aims to harness and enhance the native power of the human 

immune system to fight cancer. Compared to other cancer treatments, such as surgery, 

radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, immunotherapy has the potential benefits of fewer side effects, 

longer protection, and broader application to various forms of cancer. Attracted by these features, 

generations of immunologists and clinicians have been working hard since the 1990s to develop 

immunotherapy in the fight against cancer. Significant progress has been made over the past 

decade, including the utilization of adoptive TIL (tumor-infiltrating-lymphocyte) therapy for 

treating melanoma; the approval of Provenge (a dendritic cell-based adoptive cell therapy) for 

treating prostate cancer; the success of CD19-specific CAR (chimeric antigen receptor) modified 

adoptive T cell therapy in treating B-ALL (B-cell Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia); and the 

impressive tumor regression induced by blocking PD-1 and PD-L1 (molecular “brakes” 

regulating immune responses) in patients with melanoma, kidney cancer, and lung cancer [8, 9]. 

These breakthroughs mark a new era of cancer immunotherapy, highlight its promise as the next 

generation of cancer medicine, and set the stage for the development of more innovative 

immunotherapies for cancer.  

 

Invariant natural killer T cells for cancer immunotherapy: opportunities and challenges  

 Invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells are a small population of αβ T lymphocytes highly 

conserved from mice to humans [28]. Like conventional αβ T cells, iNKT cells differentiate from 

hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and develop in the thymus, but these cells also differ from 

conventional T cells in several important ways: they recognize glycolipid antigens presented by 
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the non-classical monomorphic MHC (major histocompatibility complex) molecule CD1d; they 

display select natural killer cell markers; and they express semi-invariant T cell receptors 

(identical α chains paired with a limited selection of β chains), thus gaining the name invariant 

natural killer T cells. These cells have several unique features that make them exceedingly 

attractive agents for cancer immunotherapy: they can be stimulated by the synthetic ligand α-

galactosylceramide (α-GalCer), which is already approved for use in the clinic; post-stimulation, 

they can immediately release a vast amount of cytokines, mainly IFN-γ, to induce anti-tumor 

responses mediated by natural killer (NK) cells and cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs); and they 

can target multiple cancers independent of tumor-antigen restriction. This targeting feature 

defines iNKT cells as general therapeutic agents for many cancers.  

 Invariant natural killer T cells acquire their potent functions through a unique 2-stage 

development path: stage 1 to gain iNKT cell T cell receptor (TCR) expression in the thymus, and 

stage 2 to gain functional maturation in the periphery that is associated with the up-regulation of 

select NK cell markers [32]. Functionally matured iNKT cells display a memory T cell 

phenotype and can react immediately to stimulations; they even have pre-synthesized and stored 

cytokine mRNA ready for use [34]. At the single cell level, an iNKT cell can produce over 100 

times more cytokine than a conventional T cell. It is worth noting that engineering conventional 

T cells to express an iNKT cell TCR does not impart the special capacities of an iNKT cell; these 

functions can only be acquired through the unique iNKT cell development path taken in the 

thymus. 

 Invariant natural killer T cells have the remarkable capacity to target multiple types of 

cancer independent of tumor antigen and MHC restrictions [34]. The iNKT cells recognize 

glycolipid antigens presented by non-polymorphic CD1d, which frees them from MHC 
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restriction. Although the natural ligands of iNKT cells remain to be decisively identified, it is 

suggested that iNKT cells can recognize certain conserved glycolipid antigens derived from 

many tumor tissues. The cells can be stimulated through recognizing these glycolipid antigens 

that are either directly presented by CD1d+ tumor cells, or indirectly cross-presented by tumor 

infiltrating macrophages or dendritic cells (DCs) in the case of CD1d- tumors. Thus, iNKT cells 

can respond to both CD1d+ and CD1d- tumors. Most attractively, iNKT cells can be stimulated 

by the synthetic ligand α-GalCer [28]. Previous clinical trials have demonstrated the safety and 

efficacy of using dendritic cells loaded with α-GalCer to stimulate iNKT cells in vivo, thus 

providing a powerful clinical tool to activate iNKT cell anti-tumor responses and bypassing the 

need for tumor antigen recognition [37].  

 Post stimulation with tumor antigens or α-GalCer loaded dendritic cells, iNKT cells can 

employ multiple mechanisms to attack tumor cells [34, 35]. The iNKT cells can directly kill 

CD1d+ tumor cells through cytotoxic action, but their most potent anti-tumor capabilities come 

from their immune adjuvant effects. Invariant natural killer T cells remain quiescent prior to 

stimulation, but after stimulation they immediately produce large amounts of cytokines, mainly 

IFN-γ. IFN-γ activates natural killer cells to target and kill MHC-negative tumor cells, while 

simultaneously activating dendritic cells that then stimulate CTLs to target and kill MHC-

positive tumor target cells. Therefore, iNKT-cell - induced anti-tumor immunity can effectively 

target multiple types of cancer independent of tumor antigen and MHC restrictions, therefore 

effectively blocking tumor immune escape and minimizing the chance of tumor recurrence.  It is 

worth noting that because of the tumor recognition capacity of NK cells and CTLs, iNKT cell 

induced anti-tumor immunity will only target cancerous, but not healthy, tissues [34, 35]. 
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 Attracted by the potent and broad anticancer functions of iNKT cells, scientists and 

clinicians have conducted a series of clinical trials utilizing iNKT cells to treat various forms of 

cancer, ranging from solid tumors to blood cancers [34, 37]. These clinical trials have utilized α-

GalCer alone, α-GalCer loaded dendritic cells, ex vivo expanded iNKT cells, or a combination of 

these therapies and shown these treatments to be safe and well tolerated. Several recent trials 

reported encouraging anti-tumor immunity in patients with non-small cell lung cancer and head 

and neck squamous cell carcinomas, attesting to the potential of iNKT cell-based 

immunotherapies [34]. However, most other trials yielded unsatisfactory results. Overall, these 

trials have all worked through the direct stimulation or ex vivo expansion of a patient’s 

endogenous iNKT cells, thus yielding only short-term and limited clinical benefits to a small 

number of patients. The extremely low frequencies of iNKT cells in cancer patients (~0.001-

0.1% in blood), as well as the rapid depletion of these cells post stimulation, are considered the 

major factors limiting the success of these trials [43]. In order to unleash the full potential of 

iNKT cells for cancer immunotherapy, innovative therapies that can overcome these limitations 

are in high demand.  

 

The rise of stem cell-engineered immunotherapy (SEI) 

 Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), also commonly known as blood stem cells, reside in 

the bone marrow and give rise to all blood lineage cells, including immune cells. HSCs have the 

remarkable capacity to live as long as their hosts, to self-renew, and to constantly replenish 

immune cells [48]. These unique properties make HSCs ideal for engineering long-term 

immunotherapy.  
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 For over a decade, our research team has been intrigued by the promise of engineering 

hematopoietic stem cells for immunotherapy. In early 2000, Dr. Lili Yang proposed a project to 

generate anti-cancer T cells through the genetic modification of HSCs with tumor-specific TCR 

genes. This study was highly successful and was able to demonstrate for the first time that TCR 

gene-modified HSCs could develop into tumor-specific T cells, and that these stem cell-

engineered T cells could effectively target tumors to provide life-long protection against cancer 

in mice [49]. A similar study was performed in the BLT humanized mouse model and 

demonstrated that the principle could be applied in human cells as well [45]. A clinical trial 

proposed by Dr. Antoni Ribas at UCLA, which recently received FDA-approval, will utilize the 

stem cell engineered T cell therapy in patients with melanoma. 

 SEI provides an ideal solution to overcome the limitations of the current iNKT cell-based 

immunotherapies by providing patients with a lifelong supply of therapeutic levels of stem cell-

engineered iNKT cells. In this project, we propose to develop a pre-clinical model of stem cell-

based iNKT cell therapy. This model will then be used to collect the necessary safety and 

efficacy data in order to apply for a clinic trial to utilize the engineering of stem cells to generate 

iNKT cells to treat cancer in patients. 

 

Clinical Rationale 

 There is compelling evidence to suggest a significant role of iNKT cells in tumor 

surveillance in mice, in which iNKT cell defects predispose mice to develop cancer and the 

adoptive transfer or stimulation of iNKT cells can provide protection against cancer [35, 43]. In 

humans, iNKT cell frequency is decreased in patients with solid tumors (including melanoma, 

colon, lung, breast, and head and neck cancers) and blood cancers (including leukemia, multiple 
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myeloma, and myelodysplastic syndroms), while increased iNKT cell numbers are associated 

with a better clinical prognosis [43]. Moreover, there are interesting associative studies 

suggesting that iNKT cells promote graft-versus-leukemia effects and suppress graft-versus-host 

disease after HSC transplantation [52, 53]. There are also instances wherein the administration of 

α-GalCer loaded dendritic cells and ex vivo expanded iNKT cells has led to promising clinical 

benefits in patients with lung cancer and head and neck cancer, although the increases of iNKT 

cells have been transient and the clinical benefits have been short-term, likely due to the short 

lifetime of iNKT cells post stimulation [34, 36]. Thus, it is plausible to propose that increasing 

iNKT cells to therapeutic levels throughout the life of cancer patients via HSC engineering 

would provide patients with the best chance to exploit the full potential of iNKT cells to battle 

their diseases.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Cloning of iNKT cell TCR Genes and Construction of Lentiviral Delivery Vectors 

We used a robust and high-throughput single-cell TCR cloning technology recently 

established in our laboratories to obtain iNKT cell TCR genes (Materials and Methods). Single 

iNKT cells were sorted from healthy donor peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) using 

flow cytometry based on a stringent collection of surface markers gated as human TCRαβ+TCR 

Vα24-Jα18+TCR Vβ11+CD161+ (Fig. 1A) [32]. We included TCR Vβ11 staining to focus on the 

dominant Vβ11+ population of human iNKT cells [28]. The sorted single iNKT cells were then 

subjected to TCR cloning (Fig. 1B). Several verified iNKT TCR α and β chains, linked by a P2A 

self-cleaving sequence to allow for co-expression, were inserted into an MND-based lentiviral 

vector to yield TCR gene delivery vectors (Fig. 2A). One vector that mediated high expression of 
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a high-affinity iNKT cell TCR was selected for the follow-up studies. An EGFP gene linked by 

an F2A self-cleaving sequence was included in another vector to allow for robust tracking of 

transduced cells (Fig. 2A) [54]. 

 

Generation of functional iNKT cells through TCR gene engineering of HSCs 

Humanized BLT mice were generated following previously established procedures, with 

certain modifications (Materials and Methods, Fig. 2A). Briefly, cryopreserved human CD34+ 

cells were thawed and cultured for no more than 48 hours in X-VIVO-15 medium containing 

recombinant human Flt3 ligand, SCF, TPO, and IL-3. Viral transduction was performed at 24 

hours by adding concentrated lentiviral vectors directly to the culture medium. At around 48 

hours, CD34+ cells were collected and i.v. injected into NOD/SCID/IL-2Rγc-/- (NSG) recipient 

mice (~0.5-1 x106 CD34+ cells per recipient) that had received 270 rads of total body irradiation. 

During the same period 1-2 fragments of cryo-recovered human fetal thymus (~1mm3), as well 

as donor-matched fetal liver CD34- cells when available, were implanted under the kidney 

capsule of each recipient NSG mouse. The resulting BLT mice were allowed to reconstitute a 

human immune system while periodic bleedings were performed to monitor the presence of 
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human immune cells (gated as hCD45+), human T cells (gated as hCD45+ hTCRαβ+), and human 

iNKT cells (gated as hCD45+ hTCRαβ+ hTCR Vα24Jα18+). 

We were able to detect human immune cells in the BLT control (without transduction) 

and BLT-iNKT mice at the week 6 bleeding time-point after human tissue transplant (Fig 2B and 

2C). The human immune cell reconstitution gradually increased until it peaked and stabilized at 

week 12. There was a high percentage of human T cells already detected at the week 6 time-

point that continued to increase until stabilizing at week 12 (Fig 2B and 2C). Human iNKT cells 

were not detected in the BLT-iNKT mice until 12 weeks after human tissue transplant and 

gradually increased and stabilized by the 16 week time-point (Fig 2B and 2C). Significant 

numbers of human iNKT cells were not detected in the control BLT mice by flow cytometry at 

any time-point. 

 There is an obvious discrepancy in the data: the pre-rearranged iNKT cell TCR inserted 

into the transduced CD34+ cell genome should cause the generation of iNKT cells before 

conventional T cells. We have observed iNKT cell generation preceding conventional T cell 

production when generating BLT mice utilizing fetal liver CD34+ cells (data not shown). The 

presence of such a high percentage of T cells at the week 6 time-point is also unprecedented, as 

T cell generation does not generally increase to appreciable levels until 8 weeks post human 

tissue transplant. We hypothesize that the T cells detected at the week 6 time-point are not 

generated by the stem cell graft, but are actually thymocytes from the fetal thymus implant that 

have temporarily expanded in the peripheral blood. These cells are replaced by the immune cells 

generated from the stem cell graft by week 12 as evidenced by the presence of iNKT cells at that 

time-point. 
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In order to determine systemic immune reconstitution in these humanized BLT mice 

immune-homing tissues were collected and processed to isolate lymphocytes. The lymphocytes 

were then stained and analyzed by flow cytometry to assay the generation of engineered iNKT 

cells (Fig. 2D). Human iNKT cells were detected in all tested tissues collected from BLT-iNKT 

mice. Significant levels of iNKT cells were not detected in any of the tested tissues of control 

BLT mice (Fig. 2E). 

 Engineered iNKT cell levels were highest in the liver, the tissue with the highest 

endogenous level of iNKT cells, which makes a strong case that the engineered iNKT cells are 

capable of tissue-specific homing. Significant numbers of iNKT cells were also  

detected in the peripheral blood and spleen as a compartment of αβ T lymphocytes. Engineered 

iNKT cells could also be detected in the bone marrow (BM), although at a much lower level. It is 

important to note the presence of iNKT cells in the human thymus implant (Thy) of these mice. 

This indicates that the engineered iNKT cells are undergoing selection and education; this is 

critical as the special characteristics of iNKT cells are gained during their development in the 

thymus through the expression and binding of their semi-invariant TCR. 
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Development of engineered HSCs 

 The ability of these engineered HSCs to regenerate and self-renew was assayed by 

performing bone-marrow transplants along with human thymus implant transplants into recipient 

pre-conditioned NSG mice in order to generate proBLT mice [55]. These proBLT mice were 

allowed to reconstitute a human immune system and bled to monitor the continued generation of 

human iNKT cells (Fig. 3A). The data shown indicate the continued generation of stable levels 

of iNKT cells granted from the “parental” BLT-iNKT mice (Fig. 3B). 

 The continued generation of iNKT cells by the engineered HSCs indicates the 

transduction of these cells and the expression of the iNKT cell TCR does not negatively affect 

their survival. Furthermore, the ability of the engineered HSCs to reconstitute and differentiate in 

proBLT mice is promising as this will be the protocol of an HSC-engineered iNKT cell 

immunotherapy treatment. The ability to generate iNKT proBLT mice also greatly aids in the 

collection of further data, reducing the need to generate as many BLT-iNKT mice, which 

requires precious tissues and lentivirus. 

  

Development of engineered iNKT cells 

 The capability of the iNKT cell TCR to induce iNKT cell generation in transduced cells 

was assayed by generating BLT-iNKT mice with a lentiviral vector including an EGFP reporter 

gene (Fig. 2A). These mice were bled and the immune cell lineages present in the peripheral 

blood in either GFP- or GFP+ cells were determined by flow cytometry (Fig. 3C and 3D). The 

data indicate the expression of the iNKT cell TCR is fully capable of instructing transduced cells 

to become iNKT cells. 
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In order to further probe the phenotype of these engineered iNKT cells they were stained 

and analyzed by flow cytometry in order to determine the surface expression of key immune 

markers (Fig. 3E). The expression of the human natural killer (NK) cell marker CD161 is a sign 

of iNKT cell maturation and is present on a significant proportion of the engineered iNKT cells. 

The higher ratio of CD45RO/CD45RA expression as compared to conventional T cells is also 

indicative of the increased memory phenotype of the iNKT cell population. The presence of CD4 

single-positive, CD8 single-positive, as well as double-negative subpopulations within the iNKT 

cell compartment is also a surface phenotype of educated iNKT cells in the periphery (Fig. 3E 

and 3F). The ability of the transduced iNKT cell TCR to induce allelic inclusion and prevent the 

expression of endogenous TCR α or β chains was assayed by staining with an antibody for the 

engineered iNKT cell TCR Vβ11 chain as well as with a kit (Materials and Methods) that stains 

for a wide variety of common TCR Vβ chains (use of the kit excluded the use of “Tube G” 

which included an antibody for TCR Vβ11) (Fig 3E and 3G). The data show that the engineered 

iNKT cells lack the surface expression of the probed TCR Vβ chains and are positive for the 

engineered Vβ11 chain. 
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In vitro functionality of engineered iNKT cells 

 To determine the functional capabilities of engineered iNKT cells the liver and bone 

marrow were collected from BLT-iNKT mice and processed to isolate lymphocytes. These cells 

were cultured in vitro with or without the addition of α-GalCer (100ng/mL) for 3 days. The cells 
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were collected and stained for analysis by flow cytometry (Fig. 4A and 4B). The data show the 

ability of the engineered iNKT cells to robustly expand in vitro in response to α-GalCer. Some 

cells were treated with GolgiStop for the last 4-6 hours of culture before being collected.  

These cells were collected and permeabilized (Materials and Methods) before being stained for 

intracellular cytokine production and analyzed by flow cytometry (Fig. 4C and 4D). The data 

show the ability of engineered iNKT cells to produce both IFN-γ and IL-4 in response to α-

GalCer stimulation. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES 

 The data disclosed in this chapter show some of the progress made on this project thus 

far. The successful generation of the BLT-iNKT mouse model will be critical for future 

experiments as well as further development of the project for a future clinical trial application. 

The characterization of the development and surface phenotype of the engineered iNKT cells is 

also important in order to validate the TCR engineering of HSCs as an approach to generating 

iNKT cells. Finally the functionality of the engineered iNKT cells is crucial for their use as a 

cancer immunotherapy treatment. 

 Future experiments will aim to demonstrate the anti-cancer potential of the engineered 

iNKT cells utilizing both in vitro and in vivo tumor challenge models. The success of these 

experiments will create the tools necessary in order to collect the pre-clinical data necessary in 

order to apply for a clinical trial. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Mice and Materials 

NOD.Cg-PrkdcSCIDIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NOD/SCID/IL-2Rγ-/-, NSG) mice were purchased from the 

Jackson Laboratory and maintained in the animal facilities at the University of California, Los 

Angeles (UCLA). Six- to ten-week-old females were used for all experiments unless otherwise 

indicated. All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee of UCLA. X-VIVO-15 cell culture medium was purchased from Lonza. 

Recombinant human Flt3 ligand, stem cell factor (SCF), thrombopoietin (TPO), and IL-3 were 

purchased from Peprotech. Phytohemagglutinin (PHA) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Fixable Viability Dye eFluor506 was purchased from affymetrix eBioscience. Retronectin® was 

purchased from Clontech. 

 

Antibodies and Flow Cytometry 

Fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies specific for human CD45, TCRαβ, CD161, CD4, CD8, 

CD45RA, CD45RO, IFN- γ, and IL-4 were purchased from BioLegend. Fluorochrome-

conjugated antibodies specific for human CD34 and TCR Vα24-Jα18 were purchased from BD 

Biosciences. A fluorochrome-conjugated antibody specific for human Vβ11 and the IOTest® 

Beta Mark TCR V beta Repertoire Kit (“Tube G” was not used in staining as it included an 

antibody for Vβ11) was purchased from Beckman-Coulter. Fc Receptor Blocking Solution 

(TruStain FcX™) was purchased from BioLegend, while mouse Fc Block (anti-mouse CD16/32) 

was purchased from BD Biosciences. Cells were stained as previously described [49] and 

analyzed using a MACSQuant Analyzer 10 flow cytometer (Miltenyi Biotec). FlowJo software 

was used to analyze the data. 
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Single-Cell iNKT TCR Cloning 

The single-cell iNKT TCR RT-PCR was performed based on an established protocol [56], with 

certain modifications. Human iNKT cells were sorted from healthy donor PBMCs based on a 

stringent forum of surface markers (hTCRαβ+hTCR Vα24-Jα18+ hTCR Vβ11+CD161+) using a 

FACSAria II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Single cells were sorted directly into PCR plates 

containing cell lysis buffer. The plates were then immediately flash frozen and stored at −80 °C 

until use. Upon thawing, the cell lysate from each cell was split in half on the same PCR plate 

and processed directly into iNKT TCR cloning for both α and β chain genes using a OneStep 

RTPCR kit (QIAGEN), following the manufacturer’s instructions and using the iNKT TCR 

gene-specific primers. These primers were designed to amplify the ∼200 bps spanning the CDR3 

regions of the iNKT TCR α and β chain cDNAs and were customer- synthesized by Integrated 

DNA Technologies (IDT): for TCRα (FW primer: 5′-GGG AGA TAC TCA GCA ACT CTG 

GAT AAA GAT GC -3′; BW primer: 5′- CCA GAT TCC ATG GTT TTC GGC ACA TTG -3′) 

and for TCRβ (FW: 5′- GGA GAT ATC CCT GAT GGA TAC AAG GCC TCC -3′; BW: 5′- 

GGG TAG CCT TTT GTT TGT TTG CAA TCT CTG -3′). Verified sequences (productive 

germline Vα24-Jα18-Cα assembly for TCRα and Vβ11-D/J/N-Cβ assembly for TCRβ) were 

used to construct the complete cDNA sequences encoding the TCR α and β chains from a single 

cell, based on information about human TCR genomic segments [the international ImMuno-

GeneTics information system (IMGT), www.imgt.org]. The selected iNKT TCR α and β pair 

cDNAs were then synthesized as a single bicistonic gene, with codon optimization and an F2A 

sequence linking the TCRα and TCRβ cDNAs to enable their co-expression (GenScript).  
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Mock and hiNKT Lentiviruses 

Mock pMND-EGFP lentiviral vector was constructed by inserting an EGFP reporter gene into 

the lentivector that contains the MND retroviral LTR U2 region as an internal promoter [57]. The 

hiNKT lentiviral vectors were constructed by inserting either the synthetic bicistronic gene 

(iNKT TCRα-F2A-TCRβ) or synthetic tricistronic gene (iNKT TCRα-F2A-TCRβ-P2A-EGFP) 

into the mock lentiviral vector replacing the EGFP reporter gene. VsVg-pseudotyped lentiviruses 

were produced using HEK293.T cells, following a standard calcium precipitation protocol and an 

ultracentrifugation concentration protocol as previously described [58].  

 

Human CD34+ Cells and Thymus Tissues 

Human fetal liver CD34+ hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells, as well as fetal thymus 

tissues, were obtained from the CFAR Gene and Cellular Therapy Core Laboratory at UCLA, 

without identification information under federal and state regulations. Granulocyte colony-

stimulating factor (G-CSF) mobilized leukopaks from healthy donors were purchased from 

Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC) and HemaCare. CD34+ cells were 

sorted from fetal liver cells and G-CSF mobilized blood through magnetic-activated cell sorting 

using a Direct CD34 Progenitor Cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec) following the 

manufacturer’s instructions [59]. The purity of CD34+ cells was more than 97% as evaluated by 

flow cytometry.  

 

Generation of Humanized BLT Mice 

Humanized BLT (bone marrow-liver-thymus) mice were generated as previously described, with 

certain modifications. In brief, human CD34+ cells were cultured for no more than 48 hours in X-
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VIVO-15 cell culture medium containing recombinant human Flt3 ligand (50 ng/mL), SCF (50 

ng/mL), TPO (50 ng/mL), and IL-3 (10 ng/mL) in non-tissue culture-treated plates coated with 

Retronectin®. Viral transduction, when applicable, was performed at 24 hours by adding 

concentrated lentiviruses directly to the culture medium. At around 48 hours, CD34+ cells were 

collected and i.v. injected into NSG recipient mice (~0.5-1 x 106 CD34+ cells per recipient) that 

had received 270 rads of total body irradiation. 1-2 fragments of human fetal thymus (~1mm3), 

as well as donor-matched fetal liver CD34- cells when available, were implanted under the 

kidney capsule of each recipient NSG mouse. The mice were maintained on water containing 

trimethoprim/sulfmethoxazole (TMS) in a sterile environment for 8-12 weeks until analysis or 

use for further experiments. 

 

In Vitro iNKT Cell Functional Assays 

Spleen, liver, and bone marrow cells containing iNKT cells collected from humanized BLT-

iNKT mice were cultured in vitro in a 24-well plate at 2 x 106 cells per well in regular human 

lymphocyte culture medium, with or without the addition of PHA or α-GalCer (100 ng/mL), for 

3 days. On day 3 cells were collected and assayed for iNKT cell expansion using flow cytometry, 

some cells were also treated with 4 µL/6 mL of BD GolgiStop for 4–6 hours and then assayed for 

intracellular cytokine production using flow cytometry via intracellular staining using the BD 

Cytofix/Cytoperm Fixation/ Permeabilization Kit (BD Biosciences). 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Data are presented as mean ± SEM, unless otherwise indicated. 
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 Cancer immunotherapy has established itself as viable treatment option and while it is 

now still only given to patients who have failed previous therapies this could soon change as 

immunotherapies continue to show greater efficacy and improved safety [1-9]. There are 

numerous biotechnology companies, with more starting up each year, that are researching new 

technologies and have multiple cancer immunotherapy treatments in varying phases of clinical 

development. This large industry-backed support of cancer immunotherapy research and 

development highlights its potential to radically change, if not replace entirely, the current cancer 

treatment methodology. 

 The studies covered in this dissertation detail the timeline of a cancer immunotherapy 

treatment from its inception and initial testing through to the collection of preclinical data in 

preparation for a clinical trial application [10, 11, Smith et al., manuscript in preparation]. The 

proposed treatment combines the therapeutic potential of iNKT cells to be used as a universal 

cellular therapy for cancer with the long-lived and durable responses that can be achieved when 

utilizing stem cells to generate new therapeutic immune cells. 

 This universal potential for iNKT cells is granted through two avenues: their 

mechanism of activation and mode of efficacy. The activation of iNKT cells occurs through the 

binding of the invariant TCR with a sphingolipid loaded CD1d molecule [12]. CD1d is a non-

polymorphic MHC class I-like molecule and is not restricted to HLA matching meaning the 

same iNKT cell TCR can bind and receive activation from APCs regardless of their HLA type 

[13-15]. This allows a single TCR construct to be used in all patients and does not limit the 

therapy to individuals of a certain HLA type. The anti-cancer efficacy of iNKT cells is not 

mediated by the cells themselves, but through their ability to potently mobilize the other effector 

cells of the immune system against cancer [12, 16-18]. The activation of iNKT cells can be 
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mediated through a synthetic ligand loaded onto a dendritic cell vaccine; this allows iNKT cell 

immunotherapy to be utilized against varying cancer types regardless of cancer antigen. These 

combined features set the stage for a standardized iNKT cell immunotherapy protocol and 

reagents to be used in a wide array of cancer treatments. 

 The advantages of utilizing engineered stem cells for cancer immunotherapy can be 

applied to iNKT cells as described in this dissertation as well as CAR and TCR immunotherapy 

protocols. This can be achieved through the methodology currently being initiated by the Ribas 

lab at UCLA in which stem cells are collected from the patient, very briefly cultured ex vivo 

during which time they are transduced with a viral vector carrying the therapeutic genes, and 

then infused back into the patient. The cells home to the bone marrow, engraft and repopulate, 

and are able to continue generating new therapeutic cells in vivo for the lifetime of the patient 

[19-21]. Engineered stem cells can also be utilized entirely ex vivo where instead of being 

infused back into the patient after transduction they are grown in specific culture conditions that 

foster the generation and development of therapeutic cells [22]. These ex vivo-produced cells are 

then infused into the patient to exhibit anti-cancer efficacy. 

 All of the aforementioned cancer immunotherapy techniques can be combined to some 

degree to yield increased efficacy as well. Combinatorial therapies could yield increased 

targeting and killing capacity, but could also improve the safety of therapies by increasing 

specificity of targeted killing [23-28]. There is great potential to combine these engineered 

cellular therapies with blocking antibody treatments as well [29, 30]. The increased capacity of 

the engineered cells to target and kill cancer combined with the blocking antibody’s ability to 

prevent the down-regulation of these engineered cells in the tumor microenvironment allows the 

therapies to work to the greatest effect. 
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